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ABSTRACT
A Solitary Solidarity: Conditions for Attunement in the ‘Migration Crisis’ in Greece
by
Kate Sheese

Advisor: Michelle Fine
In this dissertation I draw on ethnographic field work and qualitative interviews with
activist volunteers in Greece in 2016 to explore the conditions for ethical and affective
attunement in the face of crisis and complicity. In what follows, I offer a thick description
of the multiple injuries to one’s senses and sensemaking capacities and the contradictions,
tensions, dilemmas that undermine the capacity for attunement. I begin by developing
a contextual analysis of the complex and contradictory machinery of migration
management that includes both the policies and practices that make up the European
border regime and the humanitarian aid industry, bringing together the literatures on
border regimes and the European refugee crisis, volunteers in crisis, histories and the
economy of humanitarian aid, the politics of bearing witness and geographies of
responsibility. I go on outline my methods and methodological knots, describing how my
questions evolved across three phases of iterative analysis. In my first results chapter, I
explore the questions of why these volunteers show up, what they bring with them, what
they encounter, why they stay, and how they navigate the chaotic/traumatic/spectacle
landscape of the humanitarian border. Specifically, I show how volunteers articulate an
existential, embodied, political, and ethical wish for mattering the world. The wish to
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matter the world, in this sense, is not simply a wish to matter in the world, not just to be
meaningful, but also to bring something into being (and themselves) in the world by acting
on it. I also explore conditions that shaped their possibilities and decisions for acting and
intervening, including how liminal moments afforded opportunities to test capacities and
commitments and how structural, affective, and linguistic forms of proximity differently
shaped volunteers’ access and sense of security. Further, I discuss ways volunteers sought
to inhabit an ethical stance in this highly contradictory social and political landscape,
specifically how participants describe a number of felt incongruities that underscore the
absurd and how they deploy a notion of ‘ridiculousness’ as a metric for trustworthiness. In
the final section of this chapter, I explore what confrontations with extreme suffering,
violence, and death do to volunteers’ sense of self, time, and space, specifically how these
confrontations provoke a feeling of being beyond oneself. In my second results chapter, I
sketch the limit character of the humanitarian border and explore the affective, often
unspeakable, dimensions of volunteers in crisis. I describe the traumatic ruptures to
volunteers’ frames of reference and meaning as they confronted multiple, ongoing limit
situations and discuss a number of isolating dynamics that produced/structured a solitary
solidarity. I explore some of the ways in which these isolating dynamics structured
ambivalent relationships with people living in the camps and produced agonizing
dilemmas as volunteers found themselves caught between enacting solidarity and
embodying domination and regulation. I show how these dilemmas are linked to tensions
of working in the ambiguous spaces between different frames of political, moral, ethical,
humanitarian praxis and discuss how these tensions provoked ambivalent fears around
lack of limits and boundaries. I conclude by discussing protection of the capacity for
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attunement as an ethical obligation when intervening in crisis, especially in the face of
complicity. I argue that this obligation demands an attention to sensemaking as a
fundamentally relational/affective capacity, context-oriented understandings of trauma
and grief that do not demand cognitive management or mastery and which allow for the
unsayable and the unknowable, and intentional relational practices for the development of
an affective skin.
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PREFACE
This is a complicated kind of grief. Walking through the evacuated camp, there is an
overwhelming sense of vanishing. People were in the middle of doing things, cooking, eating,
writing, washing… People had built and grown and accumulated things here. Their removal
from this place was non-violent in only the most basic sense of that word (from my fieldnotes,
May 28, 2016).
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(Photos taken by me, Idomeni camp May 27, 2016)

Beginning on May 26, in a move that lasted three days, the Greek government
displaced approximately 3000 refugees from Idomeni and surrounding informal camps at
the EKO gas station and Hotel Hara to military-run camps in remote areas surrounding
Thessaloniki. Approximately 4000 refugees, including unaccompanied minors, from
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Idomeni were unaccounted for (The Guardian, May 28, 2016). Major media outlets referred
to an ‘evacuation’ or a ‘clearing’ of Idomeni, emphasizing its planned gradual and voluntary
nature and the lack of force used by the over 700 riot police sent into the camp. Many of
these media reports offered firsthand accounts from NGO representatives who described
the process as “going smoothly” or as “taking place calmly” (e.g., BBC). Although some of
these accounts cited aid workers’ concern about lack of information about where people
were being taken and the conditions in these sites, primarily these sites were described in
terms that implied preparation, structure, safety, and accountability, terms such as, “newly
completed official camps” (France 24), “newly completed organized camps” (Euronews),
“official reception centers” (Deutsche Welle), and “specially designed processing facilities”
(BBC). Even as euphemistic terms, these designations carry a rather ominous weight. The
Guardian reported on the displacement in less euphemistic terms, referring to “militaryrun accommodation blocks” and featuring the perspectives of volunteers and aid workers
who described the substandard and often dangerous conditions in what were largely
“poorly ventilated derelict warehouses and factories with insufficient food, water and
toilets.” One report by the DW described this displacement as a longer process, initiated
weeks earlier by police who began exerting pressure on volunteer groups and aid
organizations to limit or delay their deliveries of essential supplies into the camp. Media
reports highlighted, as context, not only the precarious conditions in Idomeni camp, but
also the ways in which it had begun to show signs of ‘permanence’ (alternatively read as
signs of agency, identity, collectivity). Many used the stock phrase that the camp had, in
recent weeks, “begun taking on an image of semi-permanence, with refugees setting up
small makeshift shops selling everything from cooking utensils to falafel and bread.”
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The evacuation of Idomeni and surrounding camps is a critical event and experience
which I believe powerfully shapes both the content and the tenor of participants’
interviews which were all (with the exception of one) conducted in the days immediately
before or following the forced displacement. Although, for the most part, volunteers took
up the euphemistic language of ‘evacuation’ to refer to the event, their descriptions of what
happened emphasize its violence. They described the alarmed appeals for information
from people being moved to unspecified locations, the panic of people whose relatives
were unaccounted for or were being herded onto different buses, and the terrified pleas for
assistance from families being forced to move without their children who had been
admitted to the local hospital. Volunteers described witnessing the camp’s swift
demolition, bulldozers flattening intricately built shelters and shops, erecting a mountain
range of grey UNHCR blankets along the side of the road, carrying off piles of accumulated
possessions: shoes, clothes, crutches, strollers, pots, wheelchairs, colouring books.
What volunteers described is not an evacuation, an effort to move people away from
danger and toward safety, but a forced vanishing and erasure. It is the wiping bare of any
trace of the orchestrated crisis, the living, the despairing, the conflicts, and the
containment, as well as the creative getting by that existed in this place. The vanishing can
be understood as a depersonalization and demoralization tactic, forcefully reducing people,
once again, to anonymous receivers of aid, charity, scrutiny, and surveillance. For many
volunteers, witnessing this vanishing, destruction, and erasure constituted a deep rupture
in their psychic, moral, temporal, and spatial consciousness/experience. The sudden halt of
their helping activities split open a space that could be flooded with the grief, rage, and
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hopelessness, affects connected not only to the present situation, but which had been
accumulating, unexpressable and, to some extent, also unfeelable in the conditions of crisis.
I begin this dissertation with the forced displacement and destruction of Idomeni
not only because it provoked a critical reckoning whose questions/ramifications resonate
loudly through the interviews I draw on, but also because I have come to understand
vanishing and erasure as mirrored psychic strategies for volunteer endurance in a situation
from which there appeared to be no (morally acceptable) exit.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION: SITUATING CRISES

1

From 2015 to the end of 2016, close to 1 million people seeking asylum crossed the
Aegean Sea from Turkey and arrived on the shores of Greece. Approximately half made the
journey from Syria, about 20 per cent from Afghanistan, and around 7 per cent from Iraq.
Nearly half were children. When I arrived on Lesvos in November, 2015, daily arrivals on
the island ranged from about 2000 to 4500 and that year, the UNHCR recorded a total of
59,718 arrivals by sea, 799 dead or missing. The number of people arriving on Lesvos and
other Greek islands decreased in the following months and reduced to almost 0 for a period
after the EU-Turkey deal took effect March 20, 2016, leaving tens of thousands of refugees
stranded in Greece. Between 2020 and 2021, nearly 25,000 people arrived in Greece by
sea and by land and 155 people were reported dead or missing. At present, there are more
than 160,000 refugees and asylum seekers in Greece, the vast majority from Syria and
Afghanistan. Thousands of asylum seekers continue to be housed in camps and other
facilities, both on the islands and on the mainland, though this number has decreased
substantially from around 82,000 in 2020 to 42,000. While these numbers are sometimes
presented as reflecting an improvement in the overall situation, what they obscure are the
various means by which these numbers have been reduced: by way of systematic illegal
pushbacks and policy changes which have made it increasingly difficulties to be granted
refugee status and easier/faster to deport people whose claims have been denied (Fallon &
Malichudis, 2021; UNHCR, 2022a; UNHCR, 2022b).
The 2015/16 response of the Greek government, the European Union as a whole, as
well as that of the humanitarian aid community has received intense criticism. Deemed the
most expensive humanitarian response in history, estimated in 2017 at around 803 million
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dollars (Howden & Fotiadis, 2017; Trilling, 2017), the investment did little to nothing to
prevent deplorable conditions and treatment of those seeking asylum. These outcomes
have been described as being in the interest of EU governments, forming an important part
of its deterrent strategies (Trilling, 2017).
The image of the body of 3-year old Alan Kurdi who drowned and was washed up on
Turkish shores and later images of thousands of refugees stranded in the snow at Greece’s
northern border with Macedonia prompted an outpouring of private donations and
unprecedented numbers of international independent volunteers traveling to Greece,
unaffiliated with established aid/relief organizations. These volunteers spent between a
few days to several months at a time, in order to “help out” in camps, centers, and more
informal transit spaces across the country. Independent volunteer activities ranged from
stocking and maintaining storage spaces for material donations; food and clothing
distribution; shelter provision and maintenance; to the establishment of spaces for medical
assistance and dental care; of ‘safe spaces’ for women and children; and of mobile kitchens,
mobile libraries, and mobile information teams informing refugees about changes in
asylum policies and procedures. Since late 2015, independent volunteers have formed and
re-formed a large number of groups/collectives, newly registered non-governmental
organizations, and coalitions in order to fill specific gaps, to better coordinate their efforts,
and to establish guidelines to promote responsible and sustainable volunteer engagement.
Many of the groups that developed in the time that I volunteered in Greece remain in the
country and have established a variety of long-term projects including
alternative/independent camps, schools, community centers, community kitchens,
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psychosocial support programming, and medical and dental clinics. These groups continue
to rely on primarily private donations and international volunteers to run their projects.
In November, 2015, I responded to a call for a volunteer to coordinate a small
medical clinic in Moria camp, the largest ‘reception centre’ for refugees arriving on Lesvos,
Greece. Although I had a variety of experiences that proved valuable in this setting,
facilitating access to health care for people with precarious status (e.g., helping to organize
and coordinate a mobile health clinic for migrant agricultural farmworkers in Ontario),
offering education on the sociocultural dimensions of medical practice (teaching medical
and midwifery students how to conduct pelvic exams from a woman-centred perspective in
universities in Toronto), and working in clinical settings (as a counsellor supporting
women before and during abortion procedures at an abortion clinic in Toronto), like the
vast majority of the people I volunteered with, I had no experience being or working in a
crisis setting.
I spent 4 months in the role of clinic coordinator, a role that varied wildly from day
to day. As the Greek government moved to turn the camp into a detention centre, scaling
up a crackdown on independent volunteer groups in March, 2016, I moved to the North of
Greece, where over 9,000 refugees had been stranded following the closure of the
Macedonian border. I spent 3 months in the area of Idomeni, coordinating independent
medical volunteers, and liaising with official medical NGOs like Medecins Sans Frontieres
and Medecins du Monde and developing and implementing psychosocial support
programming for volunteers informed by qualitative research I carried out with long term
volunteers.
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At the end of May, 2016, the Greek government evacuated the 3 ‘make-shift’ camps
in/around Idomeni, re/dislocating refugees to a few dozen different military-controlled
sites, mostly abandoned warehouses and factories and former military barracks, in remote
areas of Northern Greece. This dissertation is based on these experiences and, broadly
speaking, seeks to develop an affective understanding of the engagement of international
independent volunteers in Greece through the lens of moral economy and post-colonial
critiques of responsibility. A moral economy approach, as it is outlined by Fassin (2009), is
concerned with the production, distribution, circulation and use of moral sentiments,
emotions and values, norms, and obligations in social space. The concept of moral
economy offers an especially productive framework for understanding political motivation
and agency and for thinking about collective action as it highlights moral conflicts, their
stakes, historical trajectory, and political dimensions, and draws attention to what moral
confrontations suggest about the social world being studied (Minn, 2011). As such, this
approach seems especially useful in trying to understand the experiences and exchanges of
independent volunteers and what these experiences reveal about the complex and dynamic
social, political, and economic fields in which they operate.
Fundamentally, I am interested in the construction of moral/ethical selves and the
mobilization of political action in the face of structural complicity. Further, I am interested
in what these negotiations suggest about the possibilities and pitfalls of individual and
collective action aimed at countering injustice and alleviating suffering from within a set of
highly unequal and oppressive (global, political, social, professional) relations.
Independent volunteers in Greece intervened in a complex and contradictory machinery of
migration management that includes both the policies and practices that make up the
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European border regime and the humanitarian aid industry. Although volunteers largely
conceptualized their work as a critical intervention into this oppressive and/or ineffective
apparatus, in practice, many of their efforts were absorbed into this larger machinery and
many of their practices mirrored those they sought to distance themselves from. The
volunteers I interviewed were conscious of these contradictions and highly preoccupied
with the dilemmas these produced.
In what follows, I review four bodies of literature:
1. Border regimes and the European refugee crisis
2. Volunteers in crisis
3. Histories and the moral economy of humanitarian aid
4. The politics of bearing witness and geographies of responsibility
In this literature review, I begin to situate volunteers’ interventions and their moral and
ethical dilemmas by
1. describing the complicated humanitarian-border regime apparatus in which they
inserted themselves. Specifically, I discuss European border regimes and the
framing of the increase of people seeking asylum in Europe in 2015/16 as a crisis
(specifically, a ‘refugee crisis’) and the kinds of mechanisms and spaces of migration
management this framing produced and legitimized as well as the ways in which
professional humanitarian aid workers and independent volunteers insert
themselves and are both absorbed by and resist its logic. I also discuss the histories
and moral economy of humanitarianism, specifically humanitarianism’s roots in
imperial conquest and its ongoing entanglements with the moral and political
frameworks of empire and the tensions these entanglements produce, tensions that
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are very much reflected in the dilemmas of the independent volunteers I
interviewed.
2. Discussing the history of ethical witnessing and postcolonial readings of
geographies of responsibility in order to understand the nature of the ethical labour
in which volunteers engaged, its possibilities and limitations as a necessarily
ambivalent practice and performance/articulation of a moral self.
Border regimes and the European ‘refugee crisis’
As EU migration policy has become increasingly restrictive, characterized by
policies of deterrence, containment and externalization, migration management practices
have likewise become increasingly coercive (de Vries, Carrera, & Guild, 2016). These
practices have included the use of police violence, the destruction of living spaces (e.g.,
‘Jungle’ of Calais in early 2016, eviction from the Lycée Jean-Carré squat in Paris, informal
camps in railway station and parks in Milan 2015, eviction of Idomeni Camp at GreekMacedonian border in 2016), confiscation of personal belongings (like sleeping bags,
phones, and shoes by French police in Calais), the blocking of entry of ships at ports in Italy
and Spain, and efforts to formally criminalize aid to migrants (e.g., legislation passed in
Hungary, imprisonment of volunteer lifeguards in Greece). Such coercive ‘management’
practices are linked to the widespread framing of recent migration to Europe as a ‘crisis,’
which demands emergency (i.e., rapid and informal) measures be taken in response.
Writing now, in March of 2022, as governments across Europe stage an unprecedented
mobilization to rapidly and readily accommodate
thousands of Ukrainian citizens fleeing a devastating war, the racist and Islamophobic
construction of crisis and emergency in 2015 is brought into particularly sharp relief.
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Although the arrival of large numbers of asylum seekers to Western Europe is not a
new phenomenon, the arrivals between 2015 and 2016 have largely been depicted by
media, politicians, and scholars alike, as an unprecedented crisis, a depiction that invites a
limited set of possible understandings and responses (de Vries, Carrera, & Guild, 2016;
Holmes & Castañeda, 2016). In their work documenting the representation of the migration
‘crisis’, de Vries, Carrera, and Guild (2016) describe the consequences of such a framing
A ‘crisis’ is easily identified with threat, requiring extraordinary and exceptional
measures in the form of ‘crisis-led policy-making’. This has constituted a mode of
management that makes use of rapid, informal and flexible policy instruments and
legislative proposals, which often are at odds with democratic rule of law and
fundamental rights and personal circumstances of individuals on the move. Too
little attention has been paid to the humanitarian and political aspects behind the
‘crisis,’ which has been too readily framed in terms of emergency and insecurity (p.
2).
de Vries, Carrera, and Guild (2016) examine transit spaces, whether informal spaces
such as railway stations and makeshift camps or institutionalised spaces such as reception
centres and the hotspots in Italy and Greece, as a feature of this crisis-led border regime
and their analysis serves as a useful framework for understanding the spaces navigated by
the independent volunteers I worked with and interviewed and for contextualizing their
experiences.
People seeking asylum in the EU pass through a number of transit points in their
journeys, points which embody a number of contradictions that are important for
understanding both the ways in which migrant trajectories are not linear, but rather
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fractured and complex (de Vries, Carrera, & Guild, 2016), and the ways in which the notion
of ‘humanitarian’ is deployed to very different ends. Transit spaces are at once temporary
and permanent, not only places of passage and temporary residence, but also of push back
and detention (de Vries, Carrera, & Guild, 2016). For example, the hot spots in Greece and
Italy, while established as temporary processing centers responsible for identifying,
registering, and fingerprinting arriving asylum seekers, have largely turned into spaces of
rejection and detention (de Vries, Carrera, & Guild, 2016). Introduced in May, 2015 by the
European Commission’s European Agenda on Migration, the hotspot approach perfectly
exemplifies crisis-led policy making. An explanatory note (Statewatch, July, 2015) on the
hotspot approach, developed by Statewatch in close collaboration with EU Agencies and
host Member States (i.e., Greece and Italy), emphasizes the emergency nature of the
approach,
A “Hotspot” is characterized by specific and disproportionate migratory pressure,
consisting of mixed migratory flows, which are largely linked to the smuggling of
migrants, and where the Member State concerned might request support and
assistance to better cope with the migratory pressure. The triggering of the
“Hotspot” approach is based on both the assessment of the Member State concerned
and the risk analysis provided by the relevant EU Agencies, in particular Frontex
and EASO. In principle, an external border section should be considered to be a
“Hotspot” for the limited period of time during which the emergency or crisis
situation subsists and during which the support of the “Hotspot” approach is
necessary (p. 3).
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This framing forefronts risk and threat, signaling overwhelming and unmanageable flows
of people tied to criminal networks, ‘triggering’ an automatic, self-evident response to
which the term “hotspot” is applied, a term typically associated with horrifying outbreaks
of infectious disease.
The hotspot approach is a clear form of deterrence policy and of the externalization
of asylum processing and responsibility. In Greece, the approach externalizes and deters
through a range of containment strategies: The EU retains responsibility for asylum
seekers while locating hotspot processing centres on remote islands, far from the
mainland, allowing for inadequate reception conditions, delayed access to asylum
procedures, restricted freedom of movement, the use of detention, and the threat of return
to Turkey (Danish Refugee Council, October, 2017). These spaces serve as sites and
mechanisms of identification and sorting. de Vries, Carrera, and Guild (2016) describe the
tension between possibilities for passage and push back embedded in these sites,
It is a divide between transit and relocation on the one hand, and rejection and
deportation on the other. However, the latter is becoming increasingly prominent in
the functioning of hotspots; their operation as mechanisms of detention and refusal.
Rather than facilitating transit and protection, an increasing number of people find
themselves stranded, detained and/or pushed back through the hotspot mechanism
(p. 4).
These tensions and developments were clear in Moria on Lesvos, the first reception
center to be opened under the hotspot scheme. During my time there, Moria operated
simultaneously as a formal, institutionalized transit point in a former military prison,
managed by an international NGO contracted by the Greek government and processing
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administered by EU agencies (The European Asylum Support Office, Frontex, Eurojust,
Europol), and as an informal and makeshift transit camp set up on the surrounding olive
grove by a collaboration of international volunteers and activists. When I arrived in
November, all arriving asylum seekers were permitted to register in the centre, which then
allowed them to travel to the mainland and continue on their journeys. Over time, the
registration process became increasingly restrictive with specific nationalities (e.g.,
Moroccan, Pakistani) being barred from registering at all, leaving people arriving from
these countries in limbo, having to decide whether to attempt to travel to the mainland
with illegalized status, apply for IOM’s assisted voluntary return programme, or attempt to
register anyway with the risk of being detained and possibly deported. The functions of the
official centre began to shift and the activities of the unofficial camp became increasingly
hampered following the release of the EU-Turkey statement when the European
Commission officially stated that “the hotspots in the islands in Greece will need to be
adapted - with the current focus on registration and screening before swift transfer to the
mainland replaced by the objective of implementing returns to Turkey (European
Commission in Danish Refugee Council, October, 2017).” Following the EU-Turkey Deal
coming into effect, all unofficial activities in/around the camp were dissolved and Moria
and other hotspots in Greece became dedicated primarily to containing/detaining new
arrivals (Danish Refugee Council, October, 2017).
More informal transit spaces, such as railway stations and city parks, are also
simultaneously temporary and permanent: spaces of residence, passage, and push back (de
Vries, Carrera, & Guild, 2016). For example, while people were still able to cross through
Greece’s northern border into Macedonia, make-shift camps were erected in/around the
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railway station in Idomeni where people would spend short amounts of time waiting to
cross and planning the next steps of their journeys. When border patrol agents began
denying passage to people of particular nationalities, these spaces began to take on
features of a more permanent place of passage and residence. When the border closed
completely, the Idomeni railway station and the vast field around it, as well as the Eko gas
station and the parking lot of Hara Hotel became semi-permanent camps for around 10,000
people stranded there.
Transit spaces such as these bring together a wide and diverse range of actors
whose aims, functions, and practices frequently blur together, reproducing tensions
between protection and surveillance, compassion and repression, humanity and security
that mirror tensions in the management of migration/migrants in Europe more broadly
(Fassin, 2012; Aas, 2011). The reproduction of these tensions can also be understood
through Walters’ (2010) theory of the humanitarian border, which suggests that the arrival
of humanitarian actors serves to defuse the violent imposition of borders and to neutralize
their controversies. Knott (2018) brings these perspectives together to describe how
volunteers in Greece often ended up re-enforcing the state security apparatus they seek to
oppose,
Increasingly ‘hospitality’ as it is extended to migrants and refugees at Europe’s
borders, takes the form of humanitarianism. As in hospitality, ‘there is no care
without control’ (Agier and Fernbach, 2011) in humanitarian interventions and, by
attempting to act as hosts in this peripheral European state, volunteers often end up
legitimizing and re-enforcing the border regime they came to challenge (p. 350).
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Fassin’s (2012) account of the Sangatte transit centre in the North of France in the
late 1990s and early 2000s and analysis of the ambivalent hospitality extended in
contemporary migration policies also brings these tensions into sharp relief and offers a
useful backdrop against which to consider the activities, experiences, and selfunderstandings of independent volunteers in Greece. Like Moria, Sangatte defied clear
classification as either a camp or reception centre:
[Sangatte] was not a true reception centre where requests for asylum would be
processed, nor was it a detention camp for those rejected and about to be deported.
It was a place of indeterminate status, with a humanitarian mission but set up for
reasons of security, through which foreigners were supposed to pass but where they
were not supposed to stay. It was a place of transit in which illegal status was not
punished (though they were present, the police were exceptionally tolerant) but in
which the undesirables were rendered invisible -- as long as they quickly
disappeared by leaving for the United Kingdom. Neither guests nor enemies, they
enjoyed a furtive hospitality that conferred no rights -- and in particular no right of
asylum. They were pure obligees (Fassin, 2012, p.136).
Fassin (2012) describes the dual institutional presence in Sangatte: the Red Cross,
which had been commissioned to manage the centre, “with its offices, infirmary, and
volunteers” and French police, who had been asked to provide security following a number
of violent incidents, “with its company of riot officers, overhead surveillance stations, and
discreet but quite visible presence around and inside the hangar (p. 138) and the ways in
which the roles of the two institutions overlapped in day-to-day activities, with the Red
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Cross frequently being called upon to “exert a controlling function or even administer
punishment” (p 138). He explains
...not only did the aid workers find themselves “policing” the center, but the most
trivial events took on enormous significance and gave rise to a permanent state of
readiness to intervene. As one Red Cross volunteer noted: “It was disappointing to
see how a group of humanitarian workers could become so embittered. For the
staff, any initial illusions that refugees are docile and grateful recipients of
assistance gave way to compassion fatigue (p. 139).
Fassin shows how this tension between protection and surveillance is not isolated
to this case wherein the role the state had conferred on the Red Cross was principally one
of public order, and rather that this tension is necessarily embedded in the humanitarian
relationship and in what he calls humanitarian government and its ambivalent hospitality
(discussed further in the following section).
Fassin (2012) describes the ambivalent hospitality in the rhetoric of French
immigration policies in the past two decades (also characteristic of policies in other
European countries), wherein the state stresses its ‘right’ to be selective in whom it
incorporates, effectively integrating ‘legal’ immigrants only on the condition it be more
restrictive in accepting so-called ‘illegal’ migrants, noting how this discourse ignores the
increasingly porous boundaries between these categories. Fassin argues that the logic has
shifted from one of “legal differentiation (separating the legals from the illegals within the
country) to one of legitimate discrimination (separating the desirables from the
undesirables before they enter the country) (p. 136).” He draws on Derrida to understand
this dialectic of hospitality and hostility, of host and hostage,
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One can become virtually xenophobic in order to protect or claim to protect one’s
own hospitality, the own home that makes possible one’s own hospitality. I want to
be master at home, to be able to receive whomever I like there. Anyone who
encroaches on my ‘at home’, on my power of hospitality, on my sovereignty as host, I
start to regard as an undesirable foreigner, and virtually as an enemy. This other
becomes a hostile subject, and I risk becoming his hostage (Derrida in Fassin,
p.136).
The humanitarian border and ambivalent hospitality, both of which invoke notions
of risk and obligation to care, offer important lenses through which to understand, not only
the rhetoric and practices of European states, but also the ways in which independent
volunteers in Greece struggled to negotiate their contradictory relations to their political
and humanitarian objectives and to the people they sought to support. These negotiations
are described in more detail in the following section on volunteers in crisis settings.
Volunteers in crisis
In the academic literature, the potential of “spontaneous volunteers” to respond
safely and effectively in emergency settings has been the subject of much debate. The
majority of this work has characterized spontaneous volunteers as liabilities and has
focused on strategies to limit their potential harm, while some work has focused on how
the efforts of spontaneous volunteers can be harnessed and utilized by the broader aid
community (see Chandler, 2016). Some more recent academic work examines
spontaneous volunteer responses in their own right and outside of the framework of trying
to understand (and potentially contain or leverage) the ways in which it represents an
impediment or an asset to the formal humanitarian aid sector.
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The activities of volunteers in Greece have been regarded and characterized in a
variety of ways by different actors and onlookers. Responses have ranged from viewing
volunteers’ presence and activities as a nuisance or a liability to accusations (and in some
cases, charges) of human trafficking (e.g., Safdar, 2016; Smith, 2018). Other
characterizations have been more positive and a great deal of media coverage has
portrayed independent volunteers as an unexpected, but essential force driving not only, a
more effective response, but also one that is more humane/humanizing than that of the
formal aid sector. However one values the presence and the activities of volunteers in
Greece, it is clear that they have come to form an enduring component of the response to
this crisis and as such, their experiences and practices, in their own right, warrant careful
examination.
It is important to distinguish what the term “independent volunteer” refers to in this
context and, significantly, the ways in which their activities and sociopolitical relations do
not conform to understandings/enactments of volunteering within the framework of civic
engagement. Volunteer work as a form of civic engagement typically implies a range of
activities limited in time and scope and which are set against a backdrop of broader social,
political, and professional activities and relationships in which a person spends the
majority of their time.
The kind of volunteer work this project is concerned with refers to a rather different
kind of engagement. The vast majority of volunteers with whom I worked in Greece
arrived from other countries, did not speak Greek, had little (or more often no) connection
to local communities and social/political infrastructure, and were not affiliated with
established relief organizations or acting under any kind of centralized directive.
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Volunteer work comprised an enormous range of possible tasks and frequently implied a
great deal of power that would not typically be associated with or assigned to volunteers.
Being a ‘volunteer’ in these settings tended to be an all-encompassing endeavour: the
demands of the work were seemingly relentless; it was not uncommon for volunteers to
work for days at a time with only short breaks for sleeping and eating; volunteers
socialized and shared living accommodation with other volunteers.
In many ways, volunteers in this context are more analogous to international
‘affiliated’ volunteers (e.g., church group mission trips, volunteer abroad programs…) or to
professional expat aid workers who spend concentrated periods of time in a foreign
country delivering some form of aid, whose connections to local communities tend to be
limited, and whose social relations and activities are predominantly composed of other
expats or international volunteers. A key distinction, however, is that while international
‘affiliated’ volunteers and aid workers travel and work under the umbrella of an
organization that takes responsibility both for their staff (specifically their safety and wellbeing) and the work they perform abroad, “independent” volunteers were unaffiliated with
such organizations. Most independent volunteers traveled to Greece on their own,
sometimes with professional associates (for example groups of nurses) or with groups of
friends, or as part of activist organizations, usually with very little information about the
conditions and needs they would encounter or what kind of work they would end up doing.
In her study on interactions between migrants and volunteers in Greece during the
same period, Knott (2018) emphasizes volunteers’ structural proximity to tourists and
considers them to be a particular type of tourist. I would agree with this characterization
and I think it is an important one in the ways that it underscores the injustice and the
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absurdity of the mobility regime against which the movement of refugees and international
‘helpers’ is set. However, for the sake of the kind of analysis I am interested in doing –
wanting to understand the ways in which volunteers understand and position themselves
and their work (particularly in relation to the humanitarian aid sector) – I am choosing to
use the language volunteers largely adopted to refer to themselves: independent
volunteers.
On the independence of independent volunteers: Volunteers in/against the humanitarian field
Although many independent volunteers traveled to Greece on their own, unaffiliated
with any established aid organization, most did not remain unaffiliated and indeed, many
small organizations were formed and re-formed in direct response to the changing
conditions in order to specialize in particular forms of relief (e.g., medical), to generate
financial support, and/or with the aim of better coordinating relief efforts and large waves
of incoming volunteers. One of the key characteristics volunteers emphasized about their
responses was their flexibility (Chandler, 2016; Edwards, 2017). Indeed, their less formal
assemblies afforded an important flexibility to respond quickly and creatively to rapidly
changing conditions, unhindered by rigid bureaucratic decision making structures, which
in many large NGOs, both distance decision-makers from the changing realities on the
ground and significantly delay field staff’s ability to respond to these developments.
Volunteers’ responses were also flexible because they were able and/or willing to work in
legal ambiguity, for example, operating on private land without permission or supporting
people who were planning to cross the border irregularly (Edwards, 2017) and sometimes
working outside of the law, for example squatting buildings or housing unaccompanied
minors (from my fieldnotes and interviews).
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Many volunteers and the assemblies they formed held strong criticisms of
professional humanitarian institutions and explicitly positioned themselves and their work
against formal aid efforts (Rozakou, 2017). In her master’s thesis exploring the volunteer
movement in Northern Greece, Edwards (2017) documents some of the ways volunteers
constructed their work as diverging from or counter to professional humanitarian aid,
primarily in viewing their work as filling fundamental gaps left by the neglect and failure of
formal aid institutions, as humanizing asymmetric and bureaucratic relief relations, and/or
as enactments of protest and solidarity at the humanitarian border. This position was not a
stable one and rather an ongoing moral/ethical, political, and strategic negotiation both for
individual volunteers and within/across volunteer groups and shifted in relation to
different pressures to professionalize. These pressures included government practices and
policies that increasingly constrained (or criminalized) volunteer activities, such that
“we’re just providing aid” became a strategic defense, and internal pressure as numbers of
volunteers swelled and concerns about accountability rose (from my fieldnotes and
interviews).
Additionally, there was some collaboration and coordination between official
humanitarian actors and independent volunteer assemblies (Edwards, 2017; Ishkanian &
Shutes, 2021). Several organizations, including the UNHCR, IRC, and MSF held trainings for
volunteers, volunteers made use of referral pathways for vulnerable cases, and
representatives of various volunteer assemblies attended the coordination meetings of the
UNHCR and MSF. MSF also had a staff member who attended the weekly coordinators’
meetings of the Idomeni volunteers.
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The lack of formal organizational structures which allowed for flexibility as well as
the ongoing negotiation of distance from formal humanitarian institutions and practices
produced a range of dilemmas and challenges for volunteers. The lack of formal structures
produced a particularly heavy burden for independent volunteers who lack guidance about
safe and ethical practice and for whom there are no limits or boundaries on how much or
the kind of work they assume (Knott, 2018). In effect, what might otherwise be
institutional ethical responsibilities and limits are rendered individual moral decisions.
The desire to work in ways that one could regard as enactments of protest and solidarity
and at the same time contend with the various pressures to professionalize contributed to
intense dilemmas and debates. Many of the volunteers I interviewed discussed feeling as
though they had ended up performing or contributing to functions they sought to counter:
depoliticized humanitarian relief work and reinforcing the border.
These distinct characteristics and challenges of the work of independent volunteers
made me especially interested in understanding these experiences through the lens of
moral economy (Fassin, 2009). That is, what moral sentiments, emotions, values, norms,
and obligations are employed, produced, and distributed in the negotiated practices and
self-understandings of independent volunteers set within/against the field of humanitarian
aid? The literature on the history and the politics of witnessing in the context of
humanitarian crisis and emergency offers a useful set of considerations for understanding
the connections between independent volunteers’ moral/ethical negotiations, practices,
and self-understandings and broader politics of humanitarian governance.
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Histories of humanitarianism
Conventional histories of humanitarianism (e.g., Rieff, 2002) tend to locate its
origins in the late 1800s with the rise of the Red Cross movement, which emerged in
Switzerland amidst broader developments in the regulation of the conduct war and the
missionary enterprise and alongside the formation of the Geneva Convention (Paulmann,
2013). These histories largely conceive of humanitarian action as consisting of emergency
relief and emphasize a commitment to impartiality. This standard origin story ignores
humanitarianism’s deeper historical roots in imperial conquest, the ways in which the
extension of western concern for distant strangers was bound up with the expansion of
western empires and thus, the ways in which humanitarianism was never a non-political
endeavour and rather, always an engagement with the politics of empire and nation
(Becker, 2003; Skinner & Lester, 2012).
Contemporary humanitarianism can be understood as an organized set of
endeavours embedded in governance and primarily directed toward people in other places
(versus local engagements generally understood through the frame of civic engagement)
and as a “concept in motion that has several enduring tensions [including] an ethics that
are simultaneously universal and circumstantial; a commitment to emancipation that can
justify forms of domination… and ministration to the needs of both the giver and the
recipient (Barnett in Skinner & Lester, 2012).”
These enduring tensions can be understood by tracing what are typically conceived
as different strands of humanitarianism -- religious, secular, developmental, emergency,
imperial, and international -- across their various historical trajectories and attending to
the ways in which they overlap in their complex and ongoing entanglements with colonial
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governance, moral and political frameworks of empire, and missionary movements
(Skinner & Lester, 2012). In their examination of the development of humanitarianism,
Skinner and Lester (2012) discuss the relationship between the structural and sentimental
factors that helped to produce humanitarianism in the context of British imperialism. In
particular, they point to a new category of humanity brought about through imperial
expansion, a religious sense of obligation and need for atonement for British “activities” in
the Caribbean, desires to ease the class tensions of the industrial revolution, in response to
shifting powers in India, and later, in the intellectual climate of early 20th century, as the
protectionist position of metropolitan humanitarians converged with ideologies of
segregation and indirect rule. This convergence had to do with the ways in which these
ideologies appeared to offer some protection against “the worst excesses of imperialism”
and humanitarians increasing sense of being called to protect indigenous people from these
excesses (Skinner & Lester, 2012, p. 735). Further,
Empire remained powerful reference point and model for international
humanitarianism well into the 20th century. For example, architects of
international organisations following the First World War saw bodies such as the
League of Nations as a means to secure imperial (which tended to mean British
imperial) interests, rather than undermine the power of empire. Many inter-war
humanitarians, as one recent study suggests, sought to extend their compassionate
endeavours ‘without undermining the imperialist attitudes and projects with which
[humanitarianism] was normally entangled’ (Skinner & Lester, p. 738, 2012).
Emphasizing these ongoing entanglements allows for a more differentiated picture
of contemporary humanitarianism, which is necessary if one seeks to understand the
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enduring tensions it holds and produces, the kinds of relations it fosters, as well as the
moral sentiments that circulate and inform its practices and possibilities.
Moral landscape of humanitarianism
Fassin (2012) views moral sentiments, that is, emotions that direct attention to the
suffering of others and produce the desire to remedy them, as an essential force in
contemporary politics. Their deployment in contemporary politics is what Fassin refers to
as ‘humanitarian government,’ the result of a new moral economy which mobilizes
empathy versus the recognition of rights and employs a vocabulary of suffering and
compassion, rather than of interests or justice. He describes a “new lexicon of moral
sentiments,” characterized by the “translation of social reality into a new language of
compassion” where “inequality is replaced by exclusion; domination is transformed into
misfortune; injustice is articulated as suffering; violence is expressed in terms of trauma (p.
6).”
Fassin suggests that this new moral economy produces a paradox: a politics of
compassion is simultaneously a politics of inequality and a politics of solidarity. For Fassin,
this tension between a relation of assistance and a relation of domination constitutes all
humanitarian government and argues that it is this tension that accounts for the
ambivalence of humanitarian actors, both in their role, but also in the way their
compassion often turns into indifference, resentment, or even aggressiveness toward
victims and/or humanitarian ‘beneficiaries.’ Further, he argues that the social relation
between these two parties renders compassion a moral sentiment with no possible
reciprocity; “when compassion is exercised in the public space, it is always directed from
above to below (p. 4).”
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Fassin (2012) seeks to link humanitarian morals with humanitarian politics,
whereas the tendency in much of the scholarship on humanitarian action has been to focus
on either one or the other. He argues that a sole focus on humanitarian morals risks
naturalizing suffering as a lived reality and that focusing on humanitarian politics risks
culturalizing suffering as a uniquely modern sensibility. While both perspectives offer
valuable critique, Fassin (2012) argues that
The realism of the first ignores the historicity of moral sentiments and hence of the
political use to which they are put, while the social constructionism of the second
ignores the subjectivation of social inequality and hence the experience people have
of it. The first rejects the genealogy of compassion and the second turns away from
the truth of suffering (p. 8).
The kind of analysis I am proposing in this project brings these perspectives together in
order to understand the ambivalence in the ethical labour of independent volunteers and
the ways in which they understand, engage, and represent the suffering of the people they
seek to support. This ethical labour corresponds not only to the direct act of offering aid,
but also to the act of bearing witness, a practice that has become a primary mode of
response to humanitarian disasters (Givoni, 2011b). In the following section I explore the
nature of this ethical labour, its possibilities and limitations as a necessarily ambivalent
practice and as a performance/articulation of a moral self.
The politics of bearing witness and geographies of responsibility
The practice of ‘bearing witness’ has come to form a fundamental as well as
contested part of moral, ethical, and political responses to human suffering and injustice.
Givoni (2011a, 2011b, 2013) claims that, moving beyond its association with legal evidence
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and religious belief, witnessing became a social vocation in its own right during the 20th
century, “taken up as the primary medium of moral sensibility towards victims of
atrocities” (2011b, p. 147). Bearing witness and testimony has a particular history in the
context of humanitarian aid and intervention and Givoni (2013) describes the emergence
of a number of different discourses and practices of testimony/witnessing in response to
WWI, the Holocaust, and complex humanitarian emergencies since the 1970s. His analyses
emphasize witnessing, not only as a set of practices that produce particular kinds of
representations of suffering and of those who are suffering, but also as a mode of being. As
a mode of being, witnessing can be understood to be comprised of particular “practices,
ideals, norms, and techniques through which agents seek to stylize their attributes such as
to make themselves coherent subjects of conduct” (Osborne, 1994, p. 517). In the context
of humanitarian governance, this cultivation of a moral being has “become increasingly
enmeshed with [the] concern for others, forming the condition and the medium for the
effective realisation of a contemporary politics of pity” (Givoni, 2013, p. 4).
Exploring instances of ethical witnessing as a practice of self offers the possibility to
more clearly understand the entangled existential, moral, psychic, social, and political
dimensions of a human crisis and its repercussions. Specifically, the literature on moral
witnessing and postcolonial readings of geographies of responsibility offer useful lenses
through which to view the particular kind of ethical labour in which independent
volunteers engaged, its demands, costs, possibilities and limitations as a political practice
and as a mode of being. I am interested in examining these practices through the
theoretical lens of geographies of responsibility which places the production and
performance of ethical selves within broader intimate interconnections between different
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people, places, and spaces. I am especially interested in postcolonial readings, which
highlight the limitations of responsibility and understand responsibility as an ambivalent
practice (e.g., Jazeel & McFarlane, 2010; McEwan & Goodman, 2010; Noxolo, Raghurdam,
and Madge, 2012).
Noxolo, Raghurdam, and Madge (2012) emphasize the need to “recognize the
riskiness of responsibility and the enigmatic responses that appeals to be responsible may
invite” (p. 419), including refusal, denial, withdrawal, and contamination. Drawing on
Spivak’s critique of critical scholars from the West, not for their complicity, but for their
failure to acknowledge and accept their contaminated position, Noxolo, Raghurdam, and
Madge (2012) emphasize how responsible action in the face of continuing inequalities and
exploitation inevitably involves degrees of complicity and inequality. They stress that
Spivak is not arguing for a stance of “baffled paralysis” but calling for the least destructive
of these forms of complicity as a basis for action. In this project, I am interested in
understanding how volunteers move between baffled paralysis and forms/degrees of
complicity as a basis of action. In order to explore these negotiations and possibilities, I
would draw on Noxolo, Raghurdam, and Madge’s (2012) account of the ways in which
responsibility in the face of complicity necessarily requires accepting riskiness and refusal.
Noxolo, Raghurdam, and Madge argue that responsibility in the face of complicity is
risky for two reasons. First, academic theory cannot resolve the question of which action is
responsible (and I would argue that the same applies to humanitarian morals and politics).
They argue that it is in “setting our responsibility to work that we make ourselves
responsible (p. 424)” and call for a narrowing of the gap between ascription (in the sense
that responsibility is a quality ascribed to practice either before, while, or after an action
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takes place) and practice in order to produce responses with careful learning. In doing so,
academics (or in this case, humanitarian actors/volunteers) make themselves vulnerable
as it implies a loss of status in the “relinquishing of the capacity of knowledge to finally
legitimise, recuperate, and normalise the actions of others” (p. 424).
Second, responsibility in the face of complicity “involves accepting that the ‘others’
to whom we imagine responsibility have no universal, moral, or legal reason for accepting
our responsibility” (p. 424). Volunteers, in this case, may respond to what they deem to be
a call, though their response may not be accepted as such. Noxolo, Raghurdam, and Madge
argue that responsible action requires dialogue, not monologue and requires a shift to
recognizing the limits of what ‘responsible actors’ can hear, rather than an endless search
for authentic subaltern voices. This argument, as well as Mohanty’s (1984) notion of
‘discursive colonization’ where hierarchical relations are reproduced through the
flattening/decontextualizing of experiences, have particular relevance for understanding
the ethical modes of being of volunteers who frequently express desires to “give voice to
the voiceless” or to “put a face on the refugee crisis.”
Fine (2006) challenges critical scholars to design research that theorizes “not only
the speaking but the listening” (p. 87) and thus interrogates the conditions under which we
hear marginalization and refusal. Noxolo, Raghurdam, and Madge (2012) argue that such
refusals can paradoxically form the basis of a real dialogue, that the anxiety produces a
pressure of not knowing that renders not doing “into a problematic that builds stamina
towards the ongoing quest for a mutual listening care and responsibility, rather than
relative comfort of short term stop gap solutions, even where these are based on a sense of
intersubjectivity and relationality” (p. 425). Thus, they call for the recognition of a politics
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of disconnection, wherein disconnection is conceptualized as a potential part of
relationality and for readings that produce both “subject and object of responsibility as
non-innocent subjects, challenging simplistic and moralistic determinations of wrong-doer
and wronged” in order to move toward “more attentive, patient, care-full approaches that
offer no guarantees” (p. 427).
Independent volunteers in Greece intervened in a complex and contradictory
machinery of humanitarian migration management. Their efforts to resist and counter this
apparatus were frequently absorbed into this larger machinery and many of their practices
mirrored those they sought to distance themselves from, producing a number of profound,
preoccupying dilemmas. Taken together, the literature I have reviewed here suggests that
attempts to understand the construction of moral/ethical selves in this context needs to
take the ethical labour involved as a necessarily ambivalent practice whose tensions are
embedded in the humanitarian relationship. Adopting this critically bifocal lens (Weiss &
Fine, 2012) to explore the dilemmas produced by these tensions will contribute not only to
scholarship on the construction of ethical selves and the moral economy of volunteers in
crisis, but also to understandings of sensemaking as an affective and relational capacity and
of the ethico-affective work of responsibility in crisis.
The structure of this dissertation is as follows. In Chapter 1, I have offered a contextual
analysis of the complex and contradictory machinery of migration management that
includes both the policies and practices that make up the European border regime and the
humanitarian aid industry, bringing together the literatures on border regimes and the
European refugee crisis, volunteers in crisis, histories and the economy of humanitarian
aid, the politics of bearing witness and geographies of responsibility. In Chapter 2, I outline
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my methods and methodological knots, describing how my questions evolved across three
phases of analysis, moving from thematic analysis, to interpretive poetic analysis, to a more
poetically inspired thematic analysis. In Chapter 3, I explore the questions of why these
volunteers show up, what they bring with them, what they encounter, why they stay, and
how they navigate the chaotic/traumatic/spectacle landscape of the humanitarian border.
I examine the ways in which participants narrate an existential/political/ethical wish for
mattering the world and trace their seeking to inhabit a ‘responsible’ stance in responding
to this crisis. In Chapter 4, I sketch the limit character of the humanitarian border and
explore the affective, often unspeakable, dimensions of volunteers in crisis. I begin to trace
the contours of the relationship between these affective dynamics and constructions of
responsibility in crisis/complicity. I conclude by discussing protection of the capacity for
attunement as an ethical obligation when intervening in crisis, especially in the face of
complicity. I argue that this obligation demands an attention to sensemaking as a
fundamentally relational/affective capacity, context-oriented understandings of trauma
and grief that do not demand cognitive management or mastery and which allow for the
unsayable and the unknowable, and intentional relational practices for the development of
an affective skin.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODS
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Origins
This project began as a set of rather practical concerns and questions in connection
to the task of developing psychosocial support for volunteers. The organization I was
affiliated with had asked me to offer psychosocial support with the typical issues and
activities in mind: workshops on stress management, burn out, and self-care. The
organization had been contacted by a psychiatrist and social worker (part of a refugee
organization based in the US) who would be in Lesvos for a week and were eager to
collaborate on a joint psychosocial support training. I was skeptical of the task and
skeptical of these people who were stopping by for a week.
I met them at the medical tent, gave them a tour of the Better Days for Moria camp,
and we drove to Kitchen Bite, a small restaurant in Panagiouda that served as one of the
unofficial hubs of international volunteers, to discuss workshop possibilities. I was
relieved both to find that neither of these women was interested in dumping how-tothrive-in-crisis guidelines on anyone and to be given a space to talk about my experiences
in a critical psychological register. It was notable to me that despite feeling well-supported
and having developed important bonds with several people, I had not really had an
opportunity like this to reflect -- an opportunity that offered a frame for reflecting on the
various psychosocial dimensions of my day to day work. Many issues came up in our
conversation that we all believed were crucial in offering content and context to what we
agreed were depoliticized notions like stress and burnout, issues like the pressures and
pleasures of working in permanent emergency mode, dilemmas around power, solidarity,
and guilt, and the inadequacy of trauma and self-care discourses to do justice to
experiences of witnessing extreme injustice and suffering. We went ahead with a pretty
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straightforward, if slightly contextually inflected, training on managing stress and the
importance of boundaries. The issues that came up in our conversation were complicated,
thorny, and it wasn’t clear to us how to address them meaningfully in a one-off training.
But these questions and the way it had felt to reflect on them together stayed with me and
continued to inform how I tried to understand what it means to offer psychosocial support
in such a context.
After moving to Idomeni, I began trying to implement a broader psychosocial
support system for volunteers. The idea was that interested [psycho-people] would simply
work alongside a given team doing the same things they did, offering regular spaces for
reflection with the team and meeting with me/psychosocial team to discuss the key
issues/dilemmas in order to better understand what kind of further support was needed.
It was wildly unsuccessful! Despite being approached by many psychological professionals,
most were not interested in working with/alongside groups and felt that one-on-one
counseling was a better use of their skills. The two psychologists who did spend several
weeks engaged in this, found that one of the key issues that came up in the teams they
worked alongside was a powerful resistance to having reflection meetings – the sense that
there was not enough time for this and that it was not important enough in the face of the
severe needs that had to be met. Both were consistently asked by different volunteers for
individual counselling. The interviews this dissertation is based on are interviews I
developed as a response to this unsuccessful attempt to understand and support
volunteers in their day to day challenges. I designed these interviews to find out more not
only about what kinds of dilemmas came up in their work and how they were navigating
these, but also how volunteers saw themselves in this context, how they understood what
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they were doing there (both in terms of practical work and in terms of broader sense of
purpose), as well as how they negotiated the difficult emotional demands of this work.
I analysed my data using different approaches over several iterations and phases. I
began with a thematic analysis and developed several themes that spoke to my original
interest in understanding these experiences through the lens of moral economy.
Increasingly interested in affective circulation, which I felt I was not able to capture
particularly well in this initial analysis, I re-analysed a subset of my data using interpretive
poetic analysis. I used my findings from this second analytical phase to develop a more
deductive frame for a third analytical phase using thematic analysis. All three of these
phases, (1) thematic analysis, (2) interpretive poetic analysis, (3) thematic analysis II and
their interconnections are described in detail in what follows.
Research Methods
I conducted 14 semi-structured interviews with long-term (i.e., involved for more
than two months) international independent volunteers who had been volunteering in
Northern Greece between March and June, 2016. My initial analysis for the purpose of
developing psychosocial support was not comprehensive and took the form of a thematic
analysis (of my notes and audio recordings) that sought to identify manifest themes.
Recruitment and sample
I recruited people who considered themselves to be long term independent
volunteers and who were willing to participate in an interview of about one hour about the
challenges and rewards of volunteer work in this context. I reached out to potential
participants through workshops I facilitated (asking them to indicate interest in their
evaluation forms), personally to people I was already in semi-regular contact with, and
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through snowballing. Eight participants were contacts of mine; four had participated in
workshops; and two were suggested to me by other interview participants. Workshop
recruitment was less successful than recruiting known contacts, with a response rate of
about 30% and 80%, respectively.
I interviewed 14 volunteers, nine women and five men, ranging from 23 to 48 years
old, all of whom had been volunteering for longer than two months. Most people I
interviewed worked in Idomeni Camp or in the surrounding camps at Eko gas station and
Hara Hotel. Two participants worked in a camp in Katsikas and one in a camp in Doliana,
both sites under the direction of the Greek military. Participants came from different
countries, had different migration and settler histories, different ethnic/racial
backgrounds, varying professional experiences, and differing levels of political engagement.
Most participants came from countries within (at the time) the European Union: from the
UK, Ireland, Norway, and Germany. Other participants came from Egypt, Iran/Sweden,
Palestine, the United States, and Canada. Three participants had personal or family
histories of flight and asylum. Some participants had professional experience related to the
work they ended up doing in Greece, including experience in relief work and in the field of
human rights. Most participants had been involved in different forms of political activism
and community organizing prior to coming to Greece, including anti-capitalist resistance,
direct action, political education, and housing initiatives; refugee/migrant solidarity
projects; and activism around food security, ecological justice, and sex worker rights.
Although most saw their decision to engage in Greece as a political decision and their work
as a form of resistance, some did not articulate their decision or describe their work in
these terms. For example, some who had been involved in humanitarian aid work,
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understood their involvement in Greece as an extension of this professional commitment
and experience. Three participants considered this work to be their first experience taking
‘real’ action in the face of injustice.
Interviews
All interviews lasted between 1 and 2 hours and were conducted in a location of the
participant’s choosing, including coffee shops, living rooms, or organizational spaces in the
camp. All interviews were conducted in English and were audio recorded. Participants
gave informed consent for their interview data to be used in the context of psychosocial
support program development and in future research projects by the same researcher.
I prepared a semi-structured interview guide (Appendix A) with possible questions
and prompts covering five main areas of interest: Background and decision to volunteer;
expectations, preparation, and first impressions; demands and impact of volunteer work
(including challenges/dilemmas, decision making, identity, support and resources);
supportiveness of the overall setting (including routines, spaces, infrastructure,
predictability); emotions, connections, and meaningfulness. I began each interview by
asking the participant to start by telling me a bit about what they had been doing before
coming to Greece and, in most cases, proceeded with follow up questions based on their
responses and in relation to my guide. In one case, the interview took a different course as
the participant expressed an overwhelming amount of distress and disclosed a great deal of
past trauma. I felt extremely hesitant to interrupt and in this the case, I did not intervene
very much at all, only occasionally asking for clarification or offering emotional reactions
like, “wow, that sounds extremely difficult,” or “oh my god.” Most of the other interviews
cover each area of interest to some extent, but focus primarily on decision-making in the
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day to day work, routines, and meaningfulness/purpose. This focus reflects a combination
of what participants themselves emphasized, my own preoccupations at the time, and
relational dynamics of what was unsayable in respect to grief and trauma (see Chapter 4).
Evolving a set of research questions
In my original analysis and interpretation of this interview data, I had highlighted a
few tensions (giving/gaining; solidarity/domination; omnipotence/permanent sense of
failure) that I began to view as underpinning the distress I had been observing in
volunteers and in myself. I was interested in how these were linked to themes of guilt and
complicity, constructions of goodness and virtue in helping relationships, and the
complicated ties and interdependencies between activist volunteers, professional
humanitarian actors, EU apparatus of migration management. Formulating this
dissertation project, I began with the question of how volunteers constructed ethical selves
responding in crisis with a specific interest in how they understood and navigated their own
sense of complicity in the systems they had come to resist. In my analysis, I wanted to look
more carefully at how volunteers described what they were doing in Greece – literally what
they were doing everyday as well as the meaning and/or purpose they ascribed to their
being there – as well as how they described navigating dilemmas in order to be able to say
something about what moral sentiments, emotions, values, and norms were produced and
circulated in this social-political space. That is, I came to this project with the desire to
understand constructions of responsibility and enactments of solidarity in the midst of
highly unequal relationships through the lens of moral economy (Fassin, 2009). This
desire and these questions continued to guide my analysis and interpretation, but
especially following what felt like an unsatisfying first pass at a thematic analysis, I began
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to pay more attention to what was circulating affectively. Specifically, I started paying
attention to the increasingly troublesome gap between my interest (and professional work)
in moving beyond notions like burn out, compassion fatigue, and vicarious trauma and my
ability to find or name the emotions in these interviews or to articulate an analytical
question that linked the ethical and the political with the affective. Paying closer attention
to this gap as well as to the powerful and sometimes bewildering emotion that would
overcome as I attempted to analyse and reanalyse interviews, prompted a range of new
questions and called for different approaches to data analysis, which I integrated in a
recursive way, a process I describe in more detail in the following.
Analysis
For this dissertation project, I obtained an exemption from IRB review in accordance with
CUNY HRPP Procedures to conduct a secondary analysis of these 14 interviews. I used two
approaches to analysing the interview data. I began with a thematic analysis to identify
patterns across the data corpus (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Working with a smaller data set, I
took an interpretive poetics approach, an associative process that is comprised of five
interpretive readings, “listening for the limits what can be said consciously” (Rogers, 2007,
p.109) in order to interrogate what these participants (and our dynamic in the interview)
might have been telling me about grief, trauma, and fear. I practiced this particular form of
interpretive listening with three interviews and this practice, as well as its resulting
analysis, informed a second more deductive thematic analysis of the data corpus guided by
the questions, what is not being spoken through what is said, what does the unsayable say
about the affects produced and circulated in this social/political crisis space, and what
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relationship do these affective dynamics have to do with constructions of responsibility in
crisis/complicity.
Thematic analysis I
I began by coding, line by line, a subset (7) of interviews for plot. I selected the
interviews for their overall heterogeneity in terms of representing different levels of
previous political engagement, professional backgrounds, types of work they performed
while in Greece, and flight/migration/settler histories. Working with the full data corpus, I
proceeded in a few iterations through Braun & Clarke’s (2006) phases of coding, searching
for, reviewing, and defining themes, as well as writing memos and writing about my own
responses to the process after each interview. I worked through these phases rather
inductively and generated were primarily semantic themes. Specifically, I generated seven
themes, each of which had subthemes.
The primary semantic themes were: descriptions of work; coping; purpose and
meaning; constructing relationships with refugees; and working with/against other actors.
The primary latent themes were: constructions of help and solidarity and; between hope
and futility. The theme, descriptions of work, had three subthemes: communication,
decision-making, and defining tasks. The theme, coping, was made up of three subthemes:
routines, need to take a break, and relationships with others. The theme, purpose and
meaning, was consisted of three subthemes: being useful, finding a place, reasons for
coming. Constructing relationships with refugees, was made up of three subthemes: want
relationships/need a system, too much power, negotiating closeness and accountability.
Working with/against other actors consisted of three subthemes: where are the NGOs?,
critiques of humanitarian bureaucracy, befriending the police/military. Constructions of
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help/solidarity had five subthemes: ambivalent relationship to humanitarianism, flexible
and need-oriented mobilization, pure and virtuous helper, not a saviour, filling gaps. The
theme, between hope and futility, was made up of two subthemes: Cannot assess value of
work and can’t stop. These themes and subthemes are represented in Figure 1.
I could have further reviewed and re-defined these themes. I believe I could have
gone on to develop a reasonable analysis and interpretation of how volunteers
constructing ethical selves in crisis, but I was worried that my account would be largely
unattuned to the affective dimensions I struggled, alongside my interview participants, to
articulate, locate, and integrate. I came to interpretive poetics (Rogers, Casey, Holland, et
al., 1999) seeking a method that would support me to develop an analysis of what appeared
unsayable by the participants, between the participants and myself, and still for me, several
years later.

Figure 1: Themes I
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Interpretive poetics
Interpretive poetics is a method of textual analysis that “traces individual,
subjective, and layered experiences of ‘felt life’ in interview narratives” (Rogers, Casey, et
al., 2005, p. 160). Developed in the context of analysing children’s narratives about
ambivalent, difficult, disturbing relationships, interpretive poetic’s associative process
supports a researcher to attend to inarticulate knowledge and to trace the elusive, evasive,
metaphorical nature of speech about disturbing experiences (Rogers, Casey, et al., 2005).
The process of analysis involves multiple interpretive readings in different, but related
registers, where each register is designed to “investigate what is at play in the unconscious
in a distinctive way” (Rogers, 2007, p. 109). Interpretations are built by weaving these
registers together, following “the associative chronology of layered psychological
processes” (Rogers, Casey, et al., 2005, p. 163), and into conversation with research
questions.
The number of interpretive readings and conceptualization of registers have been
described differently in different publications over time, but I worked with four: story
threads; relational dance; languages of the unsayable; woven and torn signifiers (Rogers,
Casey, et al., 2005). Finding story threads draws attention to the ways in which narratives
are shaped by unconscious censorship (Rogers, 2007) and are developed in a process of
formulating interpretive questions which bridge a researcher’s question and the particular
text (Rogers, Casey, et al., 2005). Rogers (2007) likens listening for story threads to
listening to the melody of a song and describes how different threads might appear in
counterpoint, their associative positioning producing particular effects. In tracing a
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relational dance, the researcher attends to the shifting dynamics between interviewer and
participant and considering the ways in which these shifts shape what is knowable (by the
participant, by the interviewer, by both together). Rogers, Casey, et al. (2005) describe
three shifting relational moments to read for, “recognition, disconnection or an undoing of
a recognition, and what follows after a retracted recognition or disconnection” (p. 163).
Languages of the unsayable draw attention to words/phrases as simultaneously
representing what a person can consciously know and can tell and pointing to aspects of
experience which are unconscious and unsayable. Tracing and interpreting languages of
the unsayable involves looking for negations, erasures, omissions, revisions, and silences as
markers of the unsayable. In listening for woven and torn signifiers, a researcher attends to
the figurative as placeholders for what cannot be known or cannot be said directly and as
signalling toward tensions and contradictions that are being grappled with. Specifically, a
researcher listens for “repeating words and metaphors that are woven into a story, or
appear to be torn from the context of the narrative” (Rogers, Casey, et al., 2005, p. 165).
I moved through these different interpretive registers working with three
interviews. My intention was not so much to develop a set of interpretations to insert into
this dissertation, as much as it was to practise this way of listening and to begin to attune
myself to possible affective textures of the unsayable. Given the critically bifocal (Weiss &
Fine, 2012) nature of my project, I was less interested in developing an intimate portrait of
each personal interview and more interested in integrating this kind of poetic listening into
a broader analysis fleshing out affective interconnections between macro level structural
dynamics and more local embodied, relational, intrapsychic dynamics. Practicing
interpretive poetics in this way altered how and what I heard in these three interviews,
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including how I attended to and interpreted my own responses, produced a new set of
analytic questions for a second phase of thematic analysis, drawing my attention to
different aspects of the data, and the method’s philosophical foundations ultimately much
more powerfully shaped my interpretations and conclusions that I had anticipated before I
began writing up my results. I will describe in what follows what this interpretive listening
allowed me to see and how it informed my second phase of thematic analysis. I discuss
how I more explicitly engaged the method’s theoretical underpinnings in Chapter 5.
I chose three interviews to analyse based on the rather different affective
responses/relationships I had to them during my first phase of thematic analysis. One
interview, with Rabia, I had experienced as profoundly confusing, both in the interview
itself – I ask repeatedly for clarification and check to see if I have understood correctly –
and in my thematic analysis. I had to take extremely frequent breaks while analysing this
interview, feeling easily lost or “adrift,” “ambiguously disturbed,” “flooded with murky
emotion,” headachey, nauseous. After completing my analysis of this interview, I feared it
made so little sense that I could not really make use of it and that I quite possibly did not
have what it would take to complete this project. The second interview, with Mariam, I had
experienced in my analysis as intelligible, undemanding, almost soothing. My experience of
being in the interview with Mariam was anything but soothing. We did the interview in the
camp, in the old Idomeni train station café. It was absolutely packed with people, very
difficult to hear, and very difficult to focus. The space was frantic; Mariam was frantic; and
we were interrupted many times by phone calls she received and by people wanting to
charge their phone in the outlet she was using. So, this feeling of being almost soothed
struck me as odd, not only in its incongruity in respect to the experience of doing the
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interview, but as an odd response to its content. The third interview, with Amanda, I had
experienced as aggravating and inaccessible. The feeling of inaccessibility made sense to
me. Her interview is one of the most clearly evasive and “unemotional.” What was
aggravating was much less intelligible to me. Analysing this interview provoked an
extremely surprising amount of anger and exasperation in me. I stormed off from my desk
many, many times with the overwhelming certainty that I had no idea what I was doing in
this dissertation, that it/I was “a piece of shit,” and that there was nothing here worth
saying. I have included, as an appendix, a summary of my interpretive poetic analysis of
one interview, with Mariam, in order to illustrate in some depth what this analysis drew
my attention to in each of the four interpretive registers (Appendix B) .
Thematic analysis II
I conducted a second phase of thematic analysis, which was more deductive, guided
by the questions of what is not being spoken through what is said, what does the unsayable
say about the affects produced and circulated in this social/political crisis space, and what
relationship do these affective dynamics have with constructions of responsibility in
crisis/complicity. Again, I proceeded in a few iterations through Braun & Clarke’s (2006)
phases of coding and generating themes, this time specifically integrating an interpretive
poetic mode of listening, where I coded for shifting relational dynamics, negations,
erasures, revisions, silences, repeating words, and metaphors. After a several rounds of
generating and revising themes, writing bits and pieces of dissertation chapters,
structuring and reconfiguring tables of contents, re-writing, returning to themes and
revising, and many, many helpful conversations with my advisor and other doctoral
students, I settled on five themes: Proximity, Mattering, Losing one’s senses, Solitary
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solidarity, and Working in the dark. Each theme has a set of subthemes (Figure 2) and I
offer a brief overview of each below.

Figure 2: Themes II

Proximity
The theme of proximity framed many participants’ decisions and ability to travel to
Greece and begin working as a volunteer. It was not simply that for most Greece was
geographically near – many participants narrated a civic, structural, and affective nearness.
Civic proximity refers to the sense that there was a greater duty or responsibility to act on a
crisis occurring within the European Union. Structural proximity refers to the relative lack
of bureaucratic, administrative, or financial barriers to accessing this particular site of
crisis and the ease or spontaneity participants narrate when talking about making and/or
executing the decision to go to Greece. Affective proximity captures the ways in which
Greece or the EU is constructed as familiar, similar, stable and therefore as offering a sense
that one was intervening in a space of ‘secure insecurity.’
Mattering
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Mattering is another theme that came up in participants’ narratives about making
the decision to go to Greece and incorporates subthemes of ‘the really real’ and liminal
spaces. Mattering, as an overarching theme, captures a set of existential, embodied, and
political wishes. These wishes have to do both with participants’ desires and fantasies
related to taking action in the world as well with feelings of alienation, anger and
disempowerment, or aimlessness prior to taking action. The really real refers to
participants’ descriptions of what they were doing before as “not meaningful” and the
construction of meaningfulness as located in the body versus the mind – as in doing versus
thinking and as in being more spatially anchored versus a more virtual existence. It also
incorporates fantasies about the real Other who is made real through their suffering and
proximity to death. Liminal spaces refers to the ways in which a variety of absences (e.g.,
the State, official humanitarian response, direction in one’s life) are constructed as
opportunities (e.g., for access, personal/professional development) and/or as offering hints
that things could be otherwise and that one’s self might actually matter in this in shaping
and sustaining this social and political otherwise.
Losing one’s senses
As an overarching theme, losing one’s senses captures the set of contradictory
sensory and sensemaking experiences narrated by participants. The title plays with the
colloquial use of to lose or to come to one’s senses to imply a loss or return to rationality as
a way of capturing the highly ambiguous constructions of relationships between feeling
and knowing, feeling and coping well, and feeling and doing the right thing. Beyond oneself
refers to the ways participants narrated an expansive scope of experience and sense of
total immersion into the present through confrontations with extreme suffering, violence,
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and death. It also captures narrations of pushing one’s boundaries, testing one’s limits, and
to embodiments selflessness and self-denial in helping. Traumatic rupture of sensemaking
refers to participants’ struggles to articulate their affective experiences, to what was
unsayable or could not be said directly in these interview interactions. Gesturing beyond
burn and self- care refers to the ways in which participants construct and try to make sense
of their emotional experiences. They rely on discourses of burn out and self-care and
cognitive models of emotional management and mastery and also narrate an inarticulate
knowledge that these discourses do not quite account for or hold their pain.

Solitary solidarity
As an overarching theme, solitary solidarity captures expressions/experiences of
isolation, loneliness, and difficulty connecting as well as the structural, organizational,
interpersonal, and intrapsychic obstacles to creating or sustaining a secure relational
frame. Working against connection refers to experiences of navigating practical, ethical,
emotional challenges of this work alone and to the conditions and practices that made
connecting with others, including other volunteers, challenging or risky. Structuring
ambivalent relations describes dilemmas associated with working in solidarity at such a
massive scale and specifically to tensions in participants’ narratives between wanting to
build relationships based on solidarity, conviviality, and recognition and feeling compelled
to enact relationships of domination, security, and fairness.
Working in the dark
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Working in the dark is an overarching theme capturing the pervasive sense that it
was nearly impossible to see or understand what was “really going on,” what actually
mattered or made a difference, and what was right or wrong. Legitimating one’s presence
refers to the ways in which participants invoked or addressed a postcolonial critique of
their desire to help and their intervention in this crisis and the different ways they sought
to justify their presence. Ridiculousness as a metric for trustworthiness captures to
strategies for making ethical sense of a contradictory set of interests and motivations that
made up the complicated and confusing landscape of the humanitarian border, specifically
referring to participants’ invocations of the absurd in attempting to figure out who/what
could be trusted. Spilling and disintegration captures a set of very powerful and ambivalent
fears around lack of limits and boundaries (personal, task-bound, organizational), threats
to the continuation of this work and one’s identity, and perceived absence of any morally
acceptable exit from volunteering.
Fieldnotes
When I first proposed this dissertation, I envisioned an analysis of my own
fieldnotes. I did not do this. For a long time, re-entering that psychic space proved too
painful a task. It was not until I began writing the dissertation that I returned to my
fieldnotes. I have made use of my notes throughout in order to flesh out many of the
contextual details that had faded in the intervening time and to more clearly reflect my own
involvement in this context and its dynamics and with the people I interviewed.
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CHAPTER 3
MOBILIZING AND MATTERING
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In this chapter, I explore a range of questions related to how volunteers narrate
their decisions to act, considerations around whether/where to stay, and how they
understand and navigate the chaotic, confusing, contradictory sociopolitical landscape in
which they immerse themselves. I present their narratives as an articulation of an
existential, embodied, political, and ethical wish for mattering the world and trace their
strategies for navigating this crisis landscape, seeking to inhabit a ‘responsible’ stance
amidst radically unequal power relations and conflicting interests.
The activist volunteers I interviewed came from different countries, had different
migration and settler histories, different ethnic/racial backgrounds, varying professional
experiences, and differing levels of political engagement. Most participants came from
countries within (at the time) the EU: from the UK, Ireland, Norway, and Germany. Other
participants came from Egypt, Iran/Sweden, Palestine, the United States, and Canada.
Nicolás, Mariam, and Abdullah all had personal or family histories of flight and asylum.
Nicolás’ mother had fled from Argentina and was granted asylum in Canada where he was
born. As a child, Mariam fled from Iran with her parents to Sweden where she lived until
she moved to the UK in her twenties. Abdullah had been on the move from Palestine,
hoping to reach Germany to seek asylum. He made it to Northern Greece shortly after the
border to Macedonia was closed and was forced to remain in one of the military-run camps
in the area. Some participants had professional experience related to the work they ended
up doing in Greece. For example, Abdullah had extensive experience in relief work, in
particular coordinating volunteers and professional staff, in Palestine. Emma and Amanda
both had experience in the human rights field, specifically in the areas of protection and
safeguarding. Both Paulina and Siobhan had worked in communications positions in
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different relief organizations. Apart from Abdullah and Mariam, none had experience living
or working in a crisis setting.
Most participants had been involved in different forms of political activism and
community organizing prior to coming to Greece. Mariam and Sarah were active in various
anti-capitalist resistance, direct action, political education, housing initiatives. David was
engaged in activism around issues of food security. Nicolás had been involved in a
refugee/migrant solidarity initiative. Amanda was active organizing around sex worker
rights and Michael had been involved in ecological justice activism. Although most saw
their decision to engage in Greece as a political decision and framed their work as a form of
resistance, some did not articulate their decision or describe their work in these terms. For
example, some who had been involved in humanitarian aid work, understood their
involvement in Greece as an extension of this professional commitment and experience.
Rabia, Hanne, and Zoe considered this work to be their first experience taking ‘real’ action
in the face of injustice.
Mattering and the really real
Most volunteers’ narratives emphasize a desire to do something real. Beyond a
basic wish to do something that has consequences or could be taken to matter, most
volunteers expressed a broader and more profound sense of being insignificant,
inconsequential, lost, and yearning for meaning and connection. Many conveyed the sense
that what they were doing was not really doing (only reading, thinking, or talking) and/or
that the effects of this doing were not real.
Zoe, Amanda, and Rabia each narrate an estrangement in terms of not being real, not
doing something real, or not having real knowledge. Rabia, for example, juxtaposed a
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painful sense of falseness of her life in Egypt with the sense of belonging she had developed
working in the camp,
I feel like I’m [among] my family here. So, when I go back to the old life, shopping,
travelling… fake life. My life back home, I don’t do anything. I have servants. I have a
driver. I don’t do anything back home. I don’t do anything when I go home. Like, this
life, for me, is like, killing me. So, going back home is not a choice. It’s not a choice.
Rabia characterizes her life back home as fake, not real, and repeatedly states that she does
not do anything there and associates this life with death.
Zoe spoke about being unhappy in her job as a consultant.
A lot of the job was sitting behind a desk doing reports for clients and budgets and
proposals and it just wasn’t what I wanted to be doing forever. I felt like I wasn’t very
present, you know, and like I was a capable of a lot more… enacting something more
positive in the world. And I wasn’t. So, I was kind of like floundering for about a year.
I read this passage as a statement about Zoe’s Being in the world. Her references to
“sitting behind a desk” and to paperwork do not only convey her dissatisfaction, but also
function to locate her work as somehow outside or adjacent to real reality. Zoe describes
not being very present in the world and expresses a desire to enact something more
positive. Here, the word ‘positive’ functions not only to signal ‘good’ or ‘valuable,’ but also
presence (versus absence) and in this sense, I read this statement not simply as a
conventional statement about wanting to do good in the world, but as conveying a more
existential desire to bring her Self into being by acting the world.
Amanda also drew repeatedly on the image of sitting in an office.
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I’ve worked in… like, various settings where I tried to… I don’t know… defend human
rights… document human rights violations, things like this. Um… and I worked mostly
in offices… putting together, like, migration programs… things that would, like, I guess
be like interventions in people’s lives, so that they didn’t end up having their rights
violated… […] And it felt really, like, abstract, like… trying to put together programs
based on some theoretical understanding I had of these things… sitting in an office
with mostly other white people or very… socially and economically privileged people
from the countries that I was working in… trying to come up with these sort of, like, I
don’t know, seemingly abstract ideas of, like, how we can improve people’s lives. […] It
just felt kind of impossible for me to sit in an office in Bangkok and read about a
project that was going to be implemented in Afghanistan to assist people who were
returning from living in… like, Pakistan… to, like, reintegrate into a community that
they hadn’t lived in in a long time and had probably changed a lot and… it wasn’t like I
was giving edits from a place of knowing. It was just, like, to make it sound nicer, so
that they would get the funding. But then it just felt really weird.
In this passage, Amanda emphasizes the remoteness of the office from the place where the
events are actually happening, the assembling of abstract ideas and theories for programs
that would be practically implemented somewhere else, her own position of not knowing,
and the weird feeling this all produced.
Nicolás described volunteering in Greece as a chance to “get his hands dirty” after
unsuccessfully pursuing a “proper desk job” in journalism.
And the idea of coming to Greece had kind of been like flashing in my head for a little
while. So when I finally got this ‘no’ from that job that I'd been pursuing for like
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months and, you know… I just realized, okay, like there was that possibility of working
a proper desk job, becoming a grown up, um… earning proper money, which would've
been, you know, would’ve been nice. Um… and when I didn't get it, I'm like, okay, the
window remains open for you to do this. So, like don't think about this anymore and
just go. And as soon as I got here, it was like yes! Um… So yeah, that was the general
arrival. I'd wanted to contribute in some way to this topic, and I think, in Berlin, the
doors just weren't opening for me, or they were sort of open in a very limited way. And
I've just realized that what I'm most interested in is just kind of getting into this,
getting my hands dirty and like coming here and doing physical work that, you know,
anyone could do, but that has to be done. That's also arguable, but that's -- yeah, all of
this is like shades of gray. There's no clear answers, but that's the push that got me
here in the first place.
Nicolás urges himself stop thinking and to start doing and again, doing is connected to the
body, getting his hands dirty and doing something physical. In other parts of his interview
he, like Amanda, constructs the knowledge he gains from “actually being there” as more
reliable and authentic (e.g., “seeing for myself” or “coming face to face with”) than what he
gained from reading and researching for articles he had written.
These narratives describe a sense of estrangement, alienation, passive political
impotence as and a wish for a more embodied, fruitful, and direct agency in the world. At
the same time, many of these same narratives convey a wish for less agency and control.
Largely through figurative language, participants signal a wish for a higher order and for
signs that one has a place and significance in this higher order. Many decision-making
narratives contain fate/destiny metaphors, waiting for “a path to reveal itself,” ideas as
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“flashes in [the] head,” as well as language that conveys serendipity or happenstance, “just
ended up there in the right moment.” In the passage above, Nicolás invokes ambiguity and
liminality, speaking of “shades of gray,” “no clear answers,” and of doors and windows
opening and closing. In this way, participants narrate an ambivalent wish for both more
agency and less control. This ambivalent wish appears alongside the descriptions of
different forms of liminality. In the following section, I explore a number of liminal spaces
that appear as themes in participants’ narratives.
Liminal spaces
The experience or perception of liminality figures quite heavily into how
participants understood their decisions to volunteer and into how they legitimated their
ongoing involvement. Participants describe a variety of personal and professional
transitional moments and also point to the absence of the State and the lack of a
coordinated professional humanitarian response.
Leveraging transitional moments
Many participants were in transitional moments, feeling lost, uncertain, or afraid,
when they made the decision to volunteer in Greece. Rabia had completed her medical
education in Hungary and was expected to return to Egypt, but for many reasons, this was
not a safe option. Others described more of an aimlessness or dissatisfaction. Elliot
described himself as “not lost,” but trying to “find some kind of direction.” David was
deeply unsure of what to do with his life. He had been traveling and working on organic
farms in Greece with his then-partner and when she left to return home, he considered
returning home to the UK himself, or traveling on to Turkey. When he heard from a friend
that some people he knew were heading to Lesvos, he decided to join them for a few weeks.
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Zoe described deciding to go to Greece after her plans to work in Southeast Asia did not
pan out,
I was really waiting for this, like… for about a year I knew, ok, I want something else,
but I don’t know what that thing is, so I was just kind of waiting and hoping that this
big epiphany would come along, you know? And a path would reveal itself unto me.
Um, and it never really did, so eventually, I was just like, fuck it, I just have to do
something. And my kind of original plan was to go to Southeast Asia for a year… and I
was looking for, like, like, ‘cause I was…in my job I had a lot of – I worked with a lot of
marginalized, indigenous communities so I was looking for NGOs that I could find a
volunteer position with in, like, Thailand or Cambodia doing work on Indigenous
rights. And so I kind of applied to a bunch of those and really got no bites. […] Then I
think I emailed Drop in the Ocean and the Boat Refugee Foundation and Boat Refugee
Foundation took me on as a volunteer, so I started with BRF. I flew to Athens on
December first and yeah, I was planning on being there for a month. And I figured,
like, after a month, I would see, like, maybe after a month, I would be done and then I’d
go to fucking Thailand or Cambodia or whatever.
Participants narrate a certain amount of hegemonic agency (Stetsenko, 2019),
seeking to leverage transitional moments to test and/or develop their personal,
professional, or political capacities. Amanda described volunteering as a way of
confronting her own lack of experience working directly with people,
I mean, honestly, like, I just felt like I needed to, like, work directly with people. If I was
going to, like, work in this field where I am intervening in people’s lives in this way,
having never really worked with people, it just felt very strange. It felt very
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inappropriate, but also I constantly felt very inappropriate about coming over here, as
well. Like, it just felt like a very self-serving activity.
[…]
I needed to see if, like, if I was going to work in this field for… a long time, it did feel like
at some point, I had to get away from being in an office and like, actually interact with
humans, if I was going to work on human rights. So… it just seemed like… a chance to
actually work with people and see how migration policies that get made in offices, like,
that I had worked in or conference rooms in hotels, play out on the ground, for better
or for worse…. and assuming that it was probably going to be for worse in this
circumstance ‘cause things were clearly not going very well.
Here Amanda construes her inexperience working ‘directly’ with people as a kind of
epistemological/ethical deficit in her work and views her experience in Greece as an
opportunity challenge her (less real) theoretical knowledge with a more authentic
understanding of what actually happens “on the ground”. Her construction of this
experience as a career-related opportunity is ambivalent. On one hand, it is politically
important to Amanda to personally confront the pervasive postcolonial critique that
human rights policies are frequently out of touch with the realities and needs of the people
they are intended to protect. On the other hand, from same lens, she also views her
intervention in Greece as “inappropriate” and her taking the opportunity to test out her
theories as “self-serving.”
Siobhan described how volunteering in Greece offered her the opportunity to do the
kind of fieldwork she imagined would help her acquire higher positions in the
humanitarian field.
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I really wanted to do the refugee camp type work and be able to prove to myself that I
can do the refugee camp type work and be able to prove to employers that I can do the
refugee camp type work, and whereas in Athens, it seemed like it would be more your
kind of get your own apartment and go into the organization every day and do the
work in more of a structured way, whereas this is totally unstructured, and I could
kind of use that to my advantage. I could do a bit of this and do a bit of that and see
what work I wanted to do, what work didn't suit me. I don't know. Yeah, and I wanted
to prove to myself that I could emotionally stand working in a refugee camp, yeah.
She describes wanting to take this as an opportunity to test her capacity for hardship in
order to prove to future employers that she has what it takes. Both Siobhan and Amanda
narrate certain fantasies (in the sense of a psychic construction, not in the sense of being
false) about the nature of crisis, where crisis is situated, and what crisis intervention
demands. Amanda constructs crisis as situated where the victims are and the most ethical
response as a “direct” response. Siobhan constructs crisis and crisis work as something
that it is necessarily gruelling and unstructured, something that only some people are cut
out for and which requires mastering one’s own emotions and needs. Living in one’s own
apartment in Athens where one’s work is integrated into a broader web of relations,
responsibilities, and activities, does not qualify as a site of real crisis.
Filling the gaps
In the previous section I outline liminal spaces in participants’ individual lives,
showing some of the ways in which they made use of transitional moments to expand
and/or test their skills, abilities, and commitments. The absence of a state or formal
humanitarian response constituted another kind of liminal space that figured largely into
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participants’ considerations around intervening in Greece. Not only did this absence
permit relatively free access to a site of acute crisis, a site which might otherwise be the
secured/securitized domain of professional humanitarian actors, but it also served as a
powerful legitimation for volunteers’ presence. Volunteers who did not have professional
experience, skills, or training in crisis intervention or human rights frequently referred to
the lack of formal response when considering questions about the legitimacy or value of
their presence. For example, Hanne described how hearing that the Red Cross was not
present helped her to resolve her uncertainty about using funds she had raised either to
support her own trip to Lesvos or to donate to someone who was already present in a
camp.
I tried to get as much information as I could. I started a place to collect money to see
whether if I went down myself or to give it to someone who was there. And like I heard
everyone, "No, no, no, that will be a waste of money to go there. It's better to give to
someone who's there." I tried to figure out who's actually there. And I, like, asked Red
Cross. They were actually having a commercial about Lesvos. But then I spoke with
someone who was in Lesvos, and they said, "No, we have not seen the Red Cross here."
And they said, "Well, get down here. We need you."
Zoe described how her initial impulse to take action was tempered by her
assumption that as someone without specific professional qualifications, she would only
encumber a taken for granted professional humanitarian mobilization.
The thing that made me come to Greece was, um, the fucking Humans of New York
feature on it. […] There was, like, a whole week where he just posted individual stories
about different refugees. Like, he went to camps. And I was just, like, in tears and it
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was crazy! I was like, well, I can just do something about it. So, um… like, I was really
hesitant at first ‘cause I felt like… um… at that time I was like, ok, the NGOs have got
this, right? [The NGOs have got this, of course! Like, I’m not a doctor, I’m not a nurse…
like, I’m sure the Red Cross is on it. I’ll just get in the way. But then I did more
research and was like, wow there are so many volunteers doing so many things…
Here Zoe does not explicitly name or critique the absence of a humanitarian mobilization –
she speaks as though she knows I know. She invites me into an assumed shared narrative
of seasoned, hardened volunteers who know better now. She exaggerates her tone,
performing the naivety of her former self who believed in the good will and competence of
a well-coordinated aid industry. Her implied disillusionment is contrasted with her
amazement in discovering how many volunteers, that is, ‘ordinary’ people without
professional credentials or official mandate, had mobilized in response to this unfolding
crisis.
Not everyone explicitly named “white saviourism” or “disaster-tourism” as concerns
they had about their own motivations for intervening (though several did), but virtually
everyone signaled an awareness and internalization of various critiques of aid work and
justifying one’s ongoing intervention was a persistent preoccupation throughout the
interviews. For example, Amanda questioned her own motivations and weighed her
potential to be useful against her potential to be harmful.
And I was just sort of like, very hesitant about, like, “why am I going there? What do I
have to add to this situation?” Like, what skill do I have that’s going to be actually
useful and not just, like, harmful and not just being another person who’s coming over
to see, like, sort of, the mess of it all. And to, like, try and… intervene, but like… it was
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just like, it’s hard to know, like, whether or not I was going to be able to do anything
that was actually more useful than harmful. Um… and I didn’t see, like, a clear way of
doing something that was more useful than harmful. But… at the same time, I figured
I at least had a sort of grasp on, like… migrant rights and human rights and…
humanitarian responses and being cognizant of, like, how things can be harmful, even
if it doesn’t seem like they would be. So, I just sort of relied on… that… sort of… my own
background, to maybe think like, “well, perhaps, I could be somewhat useful.”
Naming the absence of humanitarian response serves different functions in context
of these interviews. It serves as a basic political critique, a legitimation of one’s
intervention, and a signalling that one is critical enough to know that the value of one’s
presence and intervention cannot be taken for granted and demands a certain level of selfreflexivity. But further, particularly in the passage above from Zoe’s interview, I read hope
and desire: hope and desire for an otherwise in which different forms of action, resistance,
and civic participation are possible beyond the taken-for-granted professionalized
structures of humanitarian crisis management.
Proximity
Structural and affective proximity
In addition to the embodied and existential desire to matter, seeking to inhabit the
really real, and new possibilities afforded to participants by a variety of liminal spaces, the
proximity of this crisis had particular significance in shaping many of their decisions to
intervene. It was not only that Greece was geographically near or that its civic proximity
provoked a stronger sense of responsibility to act, but it also offered a kind of structural
and affective proximity and access. The fact that this crisis was unfolding within the EU,
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meant that there were few procedural, legislative, or psychological barriers to access sites
of crisis. Siobhan, who had completed a Master’s degree in migration and ethnic relations
and wanted to pursue a career in the humanitarian field, described how volunteering in
Greece offered not only a more economical but also a more “secure” entry point into
fieldwork, explaining that “if any issues arose, I could fly home easier” than would be
possible were she to launch “further afield.” Similarly, Michael, who had a Master’s in peace
and conflict studies, regarded the work in Greece as a good stepping stone to getting
engaged in Syria, saying, “well, I wanted to go to Syria. But I figured this is a good stop off
for a month to get some language under my belt and to, yeah, learn a bit about the culture
before I jumped into it.”
For David, the proximity of the crisis combined with its severity relieved some of the
ethical ambiguity and risk for harm that he associated with Westerners traveling to foreign
countries to offer their help,
And uh, the crisis at the time was pretty severe and the… actual aid that was possible
to give, like… wasn’t… it, it wasn’t so, like, co—um… there wasn’t so much nuances in
whether it was culturally appropriate or not. It was kind of clear that it was needed
and that you should be giving it. Whereas it’s not going to a foreign country as Greece
is part of Europe. And trying to save people is, like… giving people that need stuff… to
live, like, stuff to live. It’s pretty, like, yeah.
Most volunteers, however, did not explicitly address the factor of proximity, but
their narratives emphasize swift decision-making and a short and relatively effortless
trajectory from considering the possibility to executing their decision and arriving in
Greece. When I asked David if he had felt any apprehension about going to work in a
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refugee camp, he answered, “No… didn’t have that much time to have reservations…
because, like, between planning and going was about, like, three days.” Volunteers
conveyed a sense of spontaneity, ease, and sometimes a kind of randomness in how they
“ended up” in Greece, “just finding a bunch of the grassroots organizations and just
emailing them” (Zoe), not making any specific travel arrangements, but “just [showing] up
in Athens and [figuring] the rest out” (Nicolás), or not even applying to an organization
ahead of time and “just [going] down and [saying], I can help”(Hanne).
Linguistic proximity as asset and vulnerability
Language came up as another form of proximity narrated by a few participants
whose native language was Arabic (Rabia and Abdullah) or Farsi (Mariam). Although in
many ways, “speaking the language” was a critical resource, it also often placed a much
higher burden on these volunteers, practically, relationally, and psychically. Rabia and
Mariam both talked about the unceasing demand for their attention, being haunted and
torn by voices they could fully understand, and the heartbreaking loss they experienced
when people they had developed relationships with disappeared overnight, continuing on
in their journeys. I explore two examples of this tension between asset and vulnerability in
more depth here.
Rabia began volunteering in Budapest, where she had just graduated from medical
school, when thousands of refugees became stranded at the main train station. As an
Arabic-speaking medical doctor, Rabia was quickly consumed by the overwhelming need
not only for medical care, but also for other basic necessities: food, water, information, and
assistance locating relatives lost along the way. As an Arabic speaker who also spoke
Hungarian, Rabia found herself navigating a strategic proximity to the police, frequently
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recruited by them to manage crowds on their behalf. Her narratives highlight how
‘speaking the language’ functions variously as an asset (as support, access, and insight), and
also the way it overburdens and renders her vulnerable to intrusion or invasion.
Throughout the interview, Rabia refers to herself as the only volunteer “that speaks the
language.”
I was the only doctor there, the only volunteer there that speaks the language—I’m
busy! So um… I had to deal with smugglers. I had to stop them. I had to force them to
leave because they were taking people… the border was open, ok? So people legally
can cross. But the smugglers kept telling them, “come with me, I am going to take
you.” So I had to deal with smugglers, I had to deal with that, refugees themselves... I
had to tell them, “you are allowed to go. The border is open. You can cross,” but they
don’t believe me. They believe the smugglers because the smugglers speak the same
accent, the same country, you know? So, we have to buy the tickets for them because
Hungary was the only country that asked for train ticket – they are not allowed to
travel free. So, for me it was exhausting. I met people with no food. […] So, we, we
after the third day, we can give food, train tickets, um… hygiene stuff, medical stuff, so,
from nothing, then we became like, we can give everything. We handled, even the
police, they told us, “we need your help to make the line,” because they couldn’t make
it, so we make the line.
As someone who understands what everyone is saying – the refugees, the smugglers, the
police, the government – Rabia is hyperaware of the vast range of needs, demands, risks,
and potential complications and she attempts to deal with all of it. She attends to medical
needs, negotiates with smugglers, buys train tickets, and organizes food and hygiene
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supplies. Her language skills are also exploited by police who frequently enlisted her to
support their interests. Speaking the language means not only being able to communicate
with refugees, but also having the capacity to intervene with smugglers who, in this case,
Rabia believed to be exposing people to unnecessary risks, taking advantage of their lack of
knowledge that they could now travel freely through the border to Austria. This passage
shows, however, how speaking the language also makes her vulnerable to mistrust and
suspicion, as her Egyptian accent reveals her as an outsider.
Abdullah narrated a similar negotiation of strategic proximity to various authorities,
frequently recruited to convey information and regulate worried or agitated crowds.
In Greece, it started the minute we met the coastal guard actually, where of course, the
main reason was, "Who speaks English?" And I was there. I do. So, I helped the coastal
guard translate what they wanted to the refugees in the boats. And then when we
arrived to Lesbos, Mytilene-Moria, I translated for a lot of the refugees I translated for
a lot of the refugees to UNHCR, to medical… to MSF, to whatever they asked for. Then
in Trikala, they -- when we were coming to Idomeni, we took the bus from Athens. On
the way, the police stopped us. They took us to Trikala. Again, the whole -- it starts
always with, "Who speaks English?" And in most of the time -- let's just say, in most of
the time, I get stuck with the things that need more talking because even the other
refugees who speak English do not speak English as -- let's say, as much as I can do.
Throughout his interview, Abdullah narrates an uneasy relationship to the “usefulness” of
his ability to speak fluent English and his identity as someone who is always eager to help
and who does not like to receive help himself. Stuck and living in one of the camps, himself,
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his work as a volunteer and his proximity to European volunteers provoked not only
suspicion among other refugees, but also envy, anger, and aggression.
Because I speak the language and I'm in the lines, people quickly found out that I'm
one of the decision makers, one of the two decision makers in the distribution, they
really loved me, really, with a passion [sarcastically]. They used to call me “the little
shit.” And whenever I come when they're like -- "Oh, here comes the little shit or the
shit," something like this. And I hear it and actually smile at them and like, "Good
morning to you, too."
Abdullah described a number of incidents like this one, being ridiculed or threatened by
people waiting in line for the food he prepared and distributed with other volunteers.
These narratives not only reveal the ambivalent experience of ‘speaking the
language,’ but also highlight the uneven, racialized terrain along which help is organized
and received and who is imagined to embody care, trustworthiness, and benevolence. In
pointing this out, I do not mean to suggest that people living in the camps actually
perceived ‘European’ volunteers as benevolent or trustworthy, but am suggesting that
these volunteers were less likely to experience open and direct expressions of suspicion,
resentment, or hostility.
Seeking an ethical stance in the border spectacle
In the previous sections I have described where participants were coming from,
what they wished for, what they imagined they were getting into, and some of the forces
that differently shaped their ability to act and intervene. In what follows, I explore the
complicated and confusing dynamics participants encountered when arrived, describe
some of the strategies they used for navigating these dynamics, and discuss ways they
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sought to inhabit an ethical stance in this highly contradictory social and political
landscape.
Ridiculousness as a metric for trustworthiness
Participants described a sudden immersion into a spectacle that was tremendously
difficult to make sense of. Their narratives underscore the absurd, pointing to felt
incongruities between what appeared as a festival and frenzied choreography around
dramatic suffering and death. Their descriptions raise persistent questions about
who/what is official, what kinds of relationships are trustworthy, and what kind of space
this is. Their descriptions of the camps juxtapose majestic natural landscapes marked with
barbed wire fences, colourful welcome signs, clowns, masses of police and military officers
and vehicles, barefooted white people throwing baseball caps from the roof of a car, groups
of young Syrian men blasting music and dancing together, and high-visibility vests as far as
the eye could see.
Finding one’s place in this confusing setting required ongoing negotiation of what
and who was trustworthy. Participants described many early encounters with questionable
characters and practices and emphasized their worry about getting involved in projects
that were unethical or harmful. Many of these negotiations revolve around questions of
power, authority, and appropriateness. In the interviews, participants and I (re)produce a
metric of ridiculousness as a way of assessing trustworthiness. For example, here David
describes arriving on Lesvos.
David: I just remember the whole, like, first three hours pretty well. Uh… um, so I got
off the boat and there was these people, like, that talked to me and it was like, this is
quite funny. Um, so, they, they were French people and they’d flown from France to
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Istanbul, to Athens, got on the boat with… three big, like, holdall bags full of inflated
footballs… that they [both laugh] wanted to give to the children in the camp
Kate: Pre-inflated!
David: [laughing] pre-inflated! And like, [both laughing] just like, like, paid extra
money for, like, baggage on these planes and wasted so many air miles and I was so,
like, frustrated with them. Like, “what are you doing?” And they were there for, like,
three days! Giving footballs away to children on an island in a transit camp who aren’t
going to take these balls with them to, like, the mainland, obviously. They were not
going to take them with them. It was just so, like, bizarre. That was, like, the first
people I met there.
This description of naïve voluntourism, which we both treat as self-evidently
ridiculous, is sandwiched between a stated concern with white saviourism and neocolonialism and an ongoing worry that his own desire to help is selfish because he enjoys it.
In this sense, it seems that the characterization of others as patently ridiculous plays a role
in finding one’s place initially and continues to function as a way of situating oneself
ethically. Although David was already familiar with the organization he went to work with
and trusted their reputation for ethical work in environmental justice/activism in the UK,
his descriptions of his initial interactions with them also emphasize the negotiation of trust
and suspicion. Here he describes being met by the organization’s coordinator and taken to
the shared accommodation after arriving at the port in Mytilini.
Uh, he, like, met me at the port. I was looking for him. And he looked really official,
like, ‘cause he was wearing a high-vis jacket [Kate laughs]. I realized about three
seconds after I met him that he was really unofficial. He was just wearing a high-vis
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jacket. Um, and… so, we dropped these people off at the camp with the footballs and
then went to the apartment where Jay lived and…um, as soon as we got to the
apartment, Jay asked me if I wanted a beer and the other guy who lived there, Paul,
was already, like, half drunk, so, like… he was also opening a beer and… yeah, it was
like, at this time it was like 10:30 or 11 in the morning. It was, like, ridiculous.
David’s narrative shows how trust in these early interactions and relationships is
negotiated around issues of authority and appropriateness – something that comes up in
many of the interviews. Making reference to a “high-vis” (high-visibility) vest, was a
common volunteer shorthand for a broader critique of volunteers’ rapid ascension to
powerful positions and the tendency to bask in one’s unofficial official status. My laugh in
this interaction with David functions as a signal of recognition as well as amusement – I
catch, understand, and am amused by the reference (signaling that I, too, am trustworthy).
Zoe and I had a similar interaction when she described her earliest experience
working in Athens under the coordination of a “20-year old Dutch boy called Daan who
lived with his mother [both laugh] and thought he was the emperor.” We both continue in
this interview to refer to this person as the “child-emperor” and Zoe repeatedly uses the
word ‘ridiculous’ to describe him, the work of this organization, and their internal politics.
The ‘ridiculousness’ of this organization prompted Zoe to leave and “go hang out with the
anarchists” who, by implication, were doing more trustworthy work.
Ridiculousness functions as an ethico-relational metric for positioning oneself in
what appears to be a spectacle or charade and for gauging the incongruities that seemed to
violate a sense of what is appropriate in this situation of crisis/injustice. Nicolás offered an
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example of sensing inappropriateness, describing feeling disoriented by the boisterous
mood and blaring 90s hip hop on the ride to his first shift at the camp.
So when I went to this night shift, I was super confused because, you know, I show up,
and they pick me up in a van, and everyone's in a very boisterous mood and kind of
blasting House of Pain. I was thinking like, "Oh, we're going to like a refugee camp." I
was -- I just didn't get it. Like I didn't get the sort of like the social aspect of it, of this
work because I hadn't really done any before.
These narratives emphasize ongoing preoccupations of what an ethical stance should
consist of (solemnity? conviviality?) and how to ethically inhabit responsibility in this
convoluted space. These concerns are also emphasized in participant narratives about
deciding to stay, finding a place to work, and being able to legitimate one’s involvement. I
discuss these themes in the following section.
Legitimating one’s presence
Narratives about deciding to stay focused heavily on figuring out where one felt
most needed. In this sense, concerns about whether one’s intervention was justified were
not resolved once a person made the decision to travel to Greece, but endured as
volunteers tried out different locations (e.g., different islands), spaces (e.g., military camps,
squats, make-shift transit camps), and organizational structures (established NGOs, new
volunteer affiliations).
The question of where one was “most needed” involved a mixture of variables:
finding a good fit; what one wants or gets out of the experience; what gaps are identified; as
well as (ambivalent) determinations of most acute need and most severe vulnerability. For
example, Emma describes how despite having had no experience or related skills, she
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started out rescuing and receiving boats because of the urgency of the situation and the fact
that there was simply no one else there to do it.
In Lesbos, it was just like I tried to go away the first time, and the boats were arriving,
and there was no one there. And people were at risk of death. […] Like because it really
felt that no one was going to step in. Well, no one was going to step in. It literally
wasn't going to happen. So it was a motivator to be there.
At several points in the interview she emphasizes how much she had hoped others would
arrive and take over, whether professional aid workers or other more skilled volunteers,
and how relieved she was to be able to stop doing this work. She went on to try to find a
way to help that would be a better use of her skills as a youth protection worker, but ended
up stepping in as one of the main volunteer coordinators in Idomeni when there was a
sudden gap to fill.
Michael described moving from place to place, doing different kinds of work, and
finally finding a place he felt conformed to his understanding of what it means to work in
solidarity.
In Leros, we would do everything. We had to run a camp, so we had to do -- give food,
give baby stuff, give clothes, yeah, milk, tea, blah, blah, blah, everything. There was
maybe -- there was very few of us at the time. For 600-or-so people, I think maybe
three or four of us at a time. […] And then I did -- in Piraeus, I -- yeah, I did some food,
cooking and stuff. I did some -- played with some kids in Hellenico, which is the old
airport. And then I came here. I [did] distribution for a couple weeks. And then I
started working at a kitchen at the train station because I liked how the refugees were
pretty much doing everything and telling everyone how to work it. And it was, yeah, a
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good way to work in solidarity with somebody, whereas distribution was just pretty
much just everything was run by white people, done by white people, and given these
clothes by white people in Germany that have their -- like give their stupid high heels
and tight little skirts and wedding dresses and crap clothes and think that they're
doing something for the world.
Mariam also described moving from place to place and trying out different kinds of
work, although her decision about where to stay was oriented more around finding out
what she was capable of doing, what she wanted to get out of it, and figuring out what was
“missing.”
I went to Athens and kind of started going around to all the camps… I went to
Exarcheia where there’s all the squatted camps and… just kind of went. I was with a
group of people and we had a little bit of funding. We just went to one of the squats
and said, “what do you need?” And they said, “We need breakfast!” And, “we need
heaters!” And it was more like, “ok, we’ll get it for you!” […] We were doing breakfast
for the squats. […] You learn really quickly how to just… I know how to cook for 400
people under 20 euros [laughs], you know? You go to the market and you beg for the
scraps and you bring… you kind of learn who to call and what to do and yeah, I did
that in Athens. Then went to Chios… helped out at another squat and then came to
Idomeni and, and this time around I was like, “I don’t want to do that anymore.” And
there were so many people cooking, doing really well. And like, just everything was
just so much of, so I was like, “what’s missing?” and… and I felt like, quality medical
care was missing.
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In another passage referring to her decision to stay, Mariam emphasizes the sheer
desperation of the situation in Idomeni and how its severity clarified her indecision.
And then you came here and the borders were closed and people were just sat here for
three weeks. Just… the desperation. And you could just see how these… you know,
political decisions made by these, you know, fat [chuckles] old white men [laughs]
affects people’s lives. And, you know, we had someone trying to, you know, two people
tried suicide. One of them succeeded. They actually climbed up on the um… electricity
poles and put their heads against the electricity wire. One of them got really badly
burned and the other one died. And then the tear gas, the riots… the brutality and then
the day of eviction was just… people were… I, I was walking around and it felt like… I
was like, “this is Auschwitz,” you know? It’s not that difficult. People are put in a cage,
just looking at me, you know, with this… desperation. And there was nothing I could
do and… I think after that I was just… before that it was always like, you know, “I’ve
come to Greece. Maybe I’ll stay for a while... Maybe I’ll go back.” After that I was like,
“nah, nah, I’m good here. I’m staying.”
This passage sits in juxtaposition to the previous one: The first passage offers a kind of
linear mastery narrative infused with a sense of scrappy serendipity. The second is heavy
with despair. Mariam switches to speaking in the third person and the chronology
stretches to hold several traumatic events which occurred across a relatively long period of
time. It is notable that in her narrative about deciding to stay and figuring out where she
can best contribute, she settles in the place where she describes knowing there is nothing
she can do. The contradiction of maximizing one’s usefulness by seeking out the greatest
need and vulnerability and where one ends up feeling most helpless.
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Beyond oneself: Immersion
I have just described some of the complicated, contradictory, and confusing
dynamics volunteers encountered when they arrived and different ways they sought to
make sense, determine trustworthiness, and make decisions in their desire to inhabit an
ethical stance. In what follows, I explore how participants describe what happened to their
selves – to their sense of self, perception of time and space – as they immersed themselves
into this place and its dynamics.
For many participants, especially those who spent time on one of the islands, the
experience of immersion into this border spectacle involved a sudden confrontation with
(bare)life and death, charged with a grotesque power. Rabia talks about being thrown
straight into boat rescue on Lesvos and described both the terror she felt guiding a boat
away from life-threatening danger and the chilling recognition of how ‘simple’ it is to
prevent death.
Rabia: The first night there, Samer gave me the phone and he told me, “ok, tell this
boat to go to this area and not this area because if they go to this area with all the
stones, they’re gonna die.” And I took the phone and I was talking to the guy in the
boat and just telling them, “Go this way, go…,” so I was guiding them until they arrived
safe. I was shaking. You know how many people are on this boat? And I saved them
because I speak the language? It’s like… wowww.
Kate: What is that feeling of “wowww?” Can you describe it to me?
Rabia: [sighs lightly] How to say it? I feel like… I feel guilty because… the other boats,
they may die because of… none of us here, none of us who speak the language, who can
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guide them. I was like, “wow!” With only a few minutes talking, I saved 55 people?
And you saved life.
Rabia narrates an unbearable tension in this work: having and enacting the immense,
thrilling power to save lives and, at the same time, recognizing that this power is barely a
power at all (it’s just a few minutes of talking). It is a power she is granted by way of the
structural violence that has neglected to prevent this life-threatening situation in the first
place. To feel the thrill of saving lives produces guilt; it is a grotesque power to have and an
unbearable tension to hold.
Many participants described repeated experiences like this one and alluded to the
feeling of immersion these produced: losing a sense of time, losing a sense of self beyond
the present moment, and experiencing a hyper-focused sense of awareness. Many people
talked about losing track of time, feeling especially confused about how long they had been
there, and quickly falling out of touch with friends and family. Hanne descriptions of her
first days on Lesvos are especially illustrative of this kind of immersion.
Like Rabia, Hanne was launched into boat rescue on her first day. She describes
going straight from the car rental agency to the beach where five boats were approaching.
“Dressed in nice dresses,” which she and two other volunteers had worn to pass as tourists
in order to rent a car from someone notoriously wary of volunteers, Hanne ended up
pulling dozens of people to shore, including a set of triplets who were four months old. She
recalls the actual tourists sunbathing next to her as she pulled these people in and
scrambled to figure out what to do next. In the weeks that followed, Hanne worked on very
little sleep, without breaks, frequently forgetting to eat. She worked doing boat rescue
every day until two or three in the morning, would sleep for a few hours, and start again at
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6:00 in the morning. After about two weeks, Hanne was asked to take over the
coordination of the organization’s local rescue operation and she agreed, hoping “to be that
person who could give the information that I felt I couldn't get when I arrived.” Immersed
in recurring emergency, she describes losing touch with family, even forgetting to inform
her boss in Oslo that she had decided to stay longer:
Hanne: And I was supposed to stay one to two weeks. I told my boss, "Hey, just cover
these shifts for me, and I'll be back in a couple of weeks." And after four weeks, I called
him. I was like, "I think I'll stay a bit longer." "Yeah, I kind of understood that." And I
totally forgot about him, like forgot to call and everything. So -Kate: Really?
Hanne: Yeah, same with family, and I posted stuff on Facebook, but I never actually
like said that I'm staying longer to anyone because people started to contact me and,
"Where are you? Are you still in Greece, or" -- like yeah.
Hanne recognized that losing a sense of time was a common experience,
The timing, yeah, everyone -- it's been so much people coming and going, and like,
"What? Weren't you staying for two weeks?" Like, "Yeah, it's been two weeks." Oh. It
was like that means I've been here two more weeks, too. And yeah, and we had really
funny discussion one time when one guy said, "I'm leaving tomorrow on Thursday."
Like, what? It's not Thursday tomorrow. And another said like, "No, it's Monday today."
And I was like, "Isn't it Saturday?" And then it actually wasn't Thursday either. It was,
like, Tuesday.
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In addition to this collective disorientation, Hanne describes an enduring hyper-focus on
the present moment of emergency, so consumed by doing that she seemed to go months
without thinking or feeling.
I didn't get any reactions or anything for like after two months because I was working
so much, and I didn't have any time to think, not even when I got to bed because I think
I fell asleep before I reached the bed sometimes.
She reflects on how it felt to emerge from this state of immersion for the first time when
she sees herself from the outside, through coverage in a documentary,
Actually, what I said about [it being] two months before I realized what I was doing.
The way I realized it was because, in September, when I arrived, there was one guy
making a documentary. Two months after, he said, "Hanne, you have to see it." Then I
opened it up and looked at it. And I saw myself carrying people out of boats. And we
realized like this is actually what I'm doing every day. When I saw that, that was really
weird. And then I was like, "Oh, God." And then I had to go to my room, and it's like, “is
this what I've been doing for two months?” It looks – looked more real when I saw it
like that because I felt that I was more in like in a dream or – not in a dream, but I
didn't actually think about what I was doing, though.
Hanne’s sense that seeing herself represented virtually, from the outside, was more real
than the actual experience is striking.
Losing a sense of self came up in a variety of ways in different interviews. For
example, Nicolás describes the intense bond volunteers developed with one another, never
really learning who someone was before they arrived in Greece and losing a sense of who
you were before.
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You do forge this like really intense bond with people because you see them like seven
days a week for 10 to 12 hours at a time. Everyone has their life that they leave behind
and their story that they -- that makes them who they are before they arrive. But when
you're in this place and you're in this world, that's all that exists. This is what you do
every single day. And, you know, your backstory is still important, but you just forget
about it really.
Disappearance is a central story thread in Mariam’s interview. She describes herself
as so immersed and “invested” in the work and in the lives of the people she has gotten to
know that stopping or even taking a break is “no longer a choice.” “Teetering on the edge of
a mental breakdown” and having no choice but to continue are threads interwoven with
her disappearance. The following passage vividly conveys her disappearance.
My memory has become really bad. [...] I just go through my messages and it’s like, five
messages that I just completely, completely forgot to reply to! For some reason…
everything has started falling apart, even like back home. Like, so many friends are
going through really, really, like, seriously fucked up shit. Like, people that I truly care
about. And I just find—and I’ve always been the kind of person who’s just always there
for my friends and I always have a lot of time… and just not being able to process
things… just writing to people and keeping in touch is just becoming—I’m becoming
more and more isolated, I guess. Yeah… just really scattered. Like, really scattered…
[…] Just not… like, I wouldn’t call myself a vain person, but I’ve always taken care of my
appearance. And I don’t, and I think that’s a positive thing. I’ve never thought, you
know I never wear, like, tons of makeup, you know, spend ages doing my hair, but at
the same time, I’ve always, kind of, I look presentab—everybody’s always like, you
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know, “you don’t look scruffy,” you know? Um, I like wearing nice clothes. I’ve got lots
of quite nice clothes, like, colourful clothes and now I find, I’m like, I don’t remember
the last time I looked in the mirror! I actually, I think I’m forgetting, like, what I look
like. And that’s… a bit strange, isn’t it?
In this passage, full of erasures, gaps and revisions, she describes losing track, losing touch,
losing a sense of coherence, and forgetting what she looks like. Read against the sense of
having no choice but to continue suggests that disappearance and self-erasure is the only
(morally) acceptable exit.
In this chapter, I have explored who these volunteers are, where they are coming
from, and what they brought with them in terms of histories, desires, fantasies, needs, and
resources. Specifically, I have shown how this diverse group of volunteers largely share a
sense of disembodied alienation in respect to their being-in-the-world, experiencing what
they do as not really doing and the effects of their doing as not really real. Their narratives
about where they are coming articulate an existential, embodied, political, and ethical wish
for mattering the world. The wish to matter the world, in this sense, is not simply a wish to
matter in the world, not just to be meaningful, but also to bring something into being (and
themselves) in the world by acting on it.
I have also explored some of the conditions that shaped their possibilities and
decisions for acting and intervening. Specifically, I have shown how a variety of liminal
moments afforded opportunities to test or develop one’s capacities and commitments and
offered legitimation for one’s intervention against a common understanding that ‘helping’
is often harmful. I have also shown how structural, affective, and linguistic forms of
proximity differently shaped volunteers’ access and sense of security. For most, the
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affective proximity of Greece offered a sense of ‘secure insecurity.’ For others, linguistic
proximity meant negotiating an ambivalent closeness to people they worked with and
these narratives emphasize the uneven and racialized topography of relationships of help,
care, and solidarity.
Further, I have described the complicated and confusing dynamics participants
encountered, described some of the strategies to navigate these, and discussed ways they
sought to inhabit an ethical stance in this highly contradictory social and political
landscape. Specifically, I have shown how participants describe a number of felt
incongruities that underscore the absurd and how they deploy a notion of ‘ridiculousness’
as a metric for trustworthiness and appropriateness in their search for an ethical stance.
In the final section of this chapter, I have explored what immersion into this setting
and confrontations with extreme suffering, violence, and death do to volunteers’ sense of
self, time, and space. Specifically, I have shown how these confrontations provoke a
feeling of being beyond oneself: inducing an expansive scope of experience, a hyper-focus
and sense of being in the present as well as the loss of one’s own boundaries, limits, and
broader relational context and history.
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CHAPTER 4
RUPTURE, SPILLING, AND THE NEED FOR CONTAINMENT
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I need an anchor. I need to spend time in a place where I can take care of myself. Feed
myself. Sit on a couch. Nobody here has any frame to order or understand or make any sense
whatsoever of what they are doing/seeing/feeling. There are no boundaries on
anything. There is no end to anything. And everyone knows what you know, so there isn’t
really even much of a push to try and frame it through storytelling. No one talks to people
from ‘home’. People also don’t talk about where they come from. Who they are. Everything is
details about now. Here. As though there was no time before. And no one seems to want to
imagine a time beyond. This environment is just timelessness and boundlessness (from my
fieldnotes, May 19, 2016).
In the boundlessness of absolutely everything in this environment, I often found my
attention drawn to physical enclosures, to the contours of my sleeping bag which I zippered
shut every night in order to feel its holding or to the makeshift wooden walls of the MSF
office erected in Polykastro. I was compelled by how sturdy these walls seemed, despite
their obvious temporariness and design for easy disassembly. It was not just that I was
noticing these elements in my environment, I was experiencing a whole new
phenomenology of physical enclosure: a magnified sensual relishing of my containment
inside of them. Many of the photos (as seen in the preface) that I took as I walked through
the emptied camp are of built enclosures: a short ring-shaped fence, an archway made out
of tent poles, a leafy tent awning. I was drawn to these enclosures as acts of creative
reworking (Katz, 2004), aesthetic spatial delineations of self and subjectivity, and I was
devastated and demoralized by their destruction. While, at the time, I was able to connect
my experience of physical enclosures like my sleeping bag to my need for containment, it is
only much more recently that I have come to understand my attention to people’s built
enclosures as acts of reworking also as part of my own longing for collective practices of
demarcation and sensemaking to contain the traumatic ruptures, grief, and fear that we
could not speak.
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In this chapter I trace the affective dimensions of volunteers in crisis, exploring the
unsayable and what the unsayable suggests about the affects produced and circulated in
this social/political crisis space, beginning to trace the contours of the relationship
between these affective dynamics and constructions of responsibility in crisis/complicity.
Traumatic rupture of sensemaking resources
Working at/as part of the humanitarian border involved encountering multiple
ongoing (what could be understood as classical) limit situations: violence, destruction, and
trauma; existential threats and fear; suffering, injustice and guilt, impotence, anger,
despair. Whether directly or vicariously confronted, these limit encounters appear to defy
or rupture inherited frames of reference and meaning systems and interviews are full of
fractures, trailing off, revisions, smokescreens, and gestures toward inarticulate
knowledge.
Voices that speak the unspeakable
Throughout her interview, Rabia signals a powerful need to say and make sense of
what is not sayable. She repeatedly refers to a need to speak, a longing to share, to having
stories to tell, interlinked with frequent negations such as “I can’t say” or “I can’t tell.” She
describes boundless scenes of urgent despair, their details colliding, collapsing chronology.
She refers over and over again to voices reverberating in her mind, to not being able to
quiet them, and to how they are killing her. For example,
Ok, in Hungary, we couldn’t give them– can you believe that you are in one of the most
beautiful, capital cities in Europe and have people, like, coming, that you can’t give
them food? Everything is shut down. All the restaurants around the Keleti Station say,
“No, we’re not going to give the food.” Like, “I’m going to buy the food!” They said,
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“No, we’re not gonna give you, no. Refugees OUT!” For me, like, that was shocking.
The voices went, “Please! Please!” With the accent, with the language, “Please, give me
piece of bread. I’m hungry.” The other one, she, miscarried in front of me, in front of
me and I can’t take her to the hospital. A child was shake—like he had fever and I told
the police, “He’s gonna die here.” They said, “No, you’re not going to take him out.”
You know? These voices, it’s just killing me. The pictures when I saw ladies… I’m
trying with the baby, like, they’re born a few days ago and with, they trust the
smuggler and they went with the smuggler… for me, like, seeing them going there and
I’m trying to follow them, “Please stay. This is not true.” It’s just killing me. It’s just
killing me. The trains, when they left, and they told me, “We are on the train because
of you. We trusted you, so if they [take] us to the jail, you’re the reason why.” Like,
[voice trembling] their voices just, I can’t, I can’t forget them, you know?
In this passage Rabia presents a cacophony of haunting, despairing, and frequently,
threatening voices. She is confronted not only with the voices of people desperately
pleading for food, for lifesaving care, but also her own beseeching voice is confronted with
repeated dehumanizing refusals and with expulsion, “refugees OUT!” The seductive and
menacing voices of smugglers are conjured in refugees’ final threatening words to Rabia as
they depart on the train, holding her responsible for their uncertain fate.
This passage highlights dynamics of mistrust as well as what is at stake in being
believed. The thread of (not) being believed is bound up with issues of responsibility,
power, and authority and in these passages, highlights a common tension for volunteers
who experienced a contradictory sense of omnipotence and utter powerlessness. Rabia
pleads with the people she encounters to trust her that it is unnecessarily risky to travel
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with smugglers and is distressed by her simultaneous power and powerlessness to shape
their decisions and/or secure their fates.
Rabia was aware that her trustworthiness was being assessed against a broader
backdrop of oppressive power relations and abuses of authority.
Apparently, three days before they opened the border, the Hungarian government told
the refugees, “You go to the train. The borders are open.” And they took them to the
jail and fingerprinted them, by force. So, when they opened the borders, truly, the
refugees did not believe that they’re allowed to cross the border, ok? So, uh, for me it
was crazy. And before that, I hold – I can’t say this… I’m going to tell you this
[whispers something inaudible], ok? So at that time there were journalists and… they
took a picture of me… ah, because I speak the language, so the Hungarian police
noticed that this girl was doing something good, so they gave me the vest and they
gave me the [mega]phone and I start [announcing].
Here Rabia narrates the entangled negotiations of power and authority between official
actors, like the police, and unofficial, “independent” actors, like international volunteers.
Police both undermine her trustworthiness as an “independent” volunteer and, at the same
time, recognize what she was doing as “good” and grant her visible and audible authority in
the form of a vest and megaphone and she takes this up.
Mariam also refers to voices she can’t get out of her head, how the Farsi word for
‘blanket’, “patooye,” would reverberate ceaselessly when she would try to sleep. She
mentions this experience in passing in a longer, quite technical, description of distributing
blankets when she first arrived at the camp in the middle of winter. She describes the
system they developed to distribute blankets at night, storing the them in a hidden location,
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walking from “from tent to tent with flashlights, seeing who really needs the blanket.”
Whenever it was determined that someone was really in need, they would walk back to the
hidden storage space to collect a blanket and walk back to the tent to deliver it, a procedure
that typically took around six hours to distribute 40 blankets, starting at 11:00 at night and
finishing around 5:00 in the morning. Mariam reaches for words to convey what this
procedure of determining “real need” does to her. Here she stops and starts, trails off, and
returns to a more technical description of the task and the skill one needs to develop:
Because everybody asked for it and, although you want to give everyone as many
blankets as they want, when you only have 40 and you know there’s hundreds, you
become this… you know, it’s horrible, but you have to do it, you know? Because if a
man asks you, he could be a single man, and although, yes, of course he’s cold, he needs
a blanket, you know that you’re going to come across a family with two babies who
don’t have blankets and the 25-year old will survive the night, whereas the babies
won’t. So, you end up doing that psychological… which is like, ends up… but you have
to learn how to say no. Like, it’s about who needs it the most.
Mariam grasps for a way to convey who she is forced to become in this task and what it
requires her to do psychologically. She does not dwell on this tension she cannot quite
articulate. She pulls back and underscores the bottom line (figuring out who needs it most
and learning to say no), and then, it what followed, resumes her description the mechanics
of hiding blankets. But the voices calling patooye, patooye, disturbing her attempts to sleep,
linger with me as a haunting symbolization of the pain and violence of embodying and
enacting impossible choices.
Good helper/Bad helper: Acting out and splitting
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Mariam describes another scene that I believe acts out what she cannot say about
the violence of embodying denying blankets to people in the snow. The scene perhaps also
symbolizes the emotions that appear to be morally unacceptable – anger, disgust, hate – in
a humanitarian logic which depicts refugees as pure/innocent victims and helpers as
virtuous and neutral. Mariam describes a conflict she had with Nadia, a very close friend
that she lived with in the camp and worked alongside running the mobile medical clinic.
After a long series of long days, Mariam snaps at Nadia for not helping her to set up the
clinic in the new van they had acquired.
Like… there was this thing when… the day when we were doing the changeover, um…
we brought the new van and I had been working, like, literally, you know when you just
push yourself and push yourself for six days we were working 16 hours a day. Literally
getting up, start work and then as soon as we finished work, we would just fall asleep.
You know when you just don’t have any kind of break and finally I was like, ok we got
in, we brought the water, we came in, we brought the bag, we put everything in and,
and, uh… and there were all these volunteers who came to help and everybody was
standing around wanting me to tell them what to do and how to help and I was like,
literally could not think of anything, so I was just like doing stuff whilst everybody was
sitting around talking and I kind of just got really annoyed. And then Nadia was, um,
talking to some other people about some legal stuff. It wasn’t like she was just having
a chat! She was doing something important as well, but I just became… I just became
like really angry and frustrated, like, “why is she not helping me?”
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Before Mariam gets further into the angry exchange between her and Nadia, she
mentions that at the same time, some of the children who often hung around the van were
playing football and that their ball kept hitting the van and describes the scene that ensued,
Oh yeah, and then the kids were playing football and they, the ball kept hitting the van
and I went to them and I was like, “one more time and I’m destroying your ball.” And
they were like, “Ok, ok, ok!” And then the third time the ball came and… it was a
fucking spectacle! I literally, I took the ball and they’re begging me, “No! No! No! No!
No!” And I, we had this ax that we use for like, um… wood, chopping wood and I just, I
was like, “that’s it. I told you!”. The whole camp is watching me and people are like,
“Oookay.” And I took the ax and kind of going like this, trying to [laughing] like break
the ball with the ax and the kids are like, “No! No! No! No! No! No! Pleaaase!” on their
knees, like, begging me. And everybody’s like, “uhhhh…” [laughs]. And then they ran
and I’m like following them with the ax like, “I’m going to kill you! I told you! If you
destroy my van!”
Mariam continues by describing how Nadia tried to stop her, telling her “they are just
children” and that maybe she “should chill out for a bit.” Mariam describes getting even
angrier with Nadia, accusing her of not caring about the project, locking the ball and the ax
in the van, shouting at the children that they can’t have their ball back, and storming off.
Eventually, both Nadia and Mariam returned to the van, sat and stared at one another for a
few moments. First Mariam cried, then Nadia cried, and then they both began laughing.
Mariam presents this situation as a conflict between Nadia and herself and makes
sense of it largely in terms of exhaustion, both needing a break, and needing to “have it out”
with each other. The scene where she threatens to destroy the children’s ball with an ax
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and runs after them saying she is going to kill them is offered as a narrative side note and
functions as a climax in the confrontation between Mariam and Nadia. Mariam does not
really return to the scene with ax, but goes on to consider the different reasons why this
conflict broke out between her and Nadia, focusing in particular on their personalities,
conflict styles, and mutual exhaustion. How Mariam makes sense of this conflict makes
sense: they were working without rest, they were exhausted, the pressure had been
building and they needed to work something out. But this intense violence acted out with
the ax and the children does more than offer a cathartic arc to the story between Mariam
and Nadia. The intensity of the violence acted out, both in the actions themselves, wielding
an ax, children on their knees, chasing and in the language used, destroy, begging, kill…
punctures the narrative’s apparent coherence as a typical conflict that erupts between two
exhausted overworked people who need a break.
My interpretation is not that Nadia is a person who is easily enraged, terrorizes
others, and is callous to her own violence, but that Nadia is acting out [violence] which she
cannot represent, make sense of in language (both because of its traumatic rupturing
nature, but also because violates political/humanitarian ethos). The details of Mariam’s
overall conflict story and the way it can be linked to her attempt to describe what blanket
distribution does to her invokes a broader tension around helping, being helped, and
helplessness, specifically the excruciating tension between omnipotence-helplessnessharm.
She describes that many volunteers came to help set up the van, waiting for her to
tell them what to do and how to help. She “literally could not think of anything” and gets
very annoyed. She sees Nadia talking to someone else, not helping her, and gets angry, why
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isn’t she helping me? She accuses Nadia of not caring. I read this as a mirror of the broader
helping landscape: lots of volunteers descend wanting to help, do not really know what to
do, end up standing around talking to each other and I read Mariam’s question and
accusation, why are you not helping me/you don’t really care, as invoking voices of people
she has denied help. Making the connection with the previous scene: what volunteers do
end up doing to help turns them into monsters who decide who will get blankets and who
will be left to sleep uncovered outside in the snow.
In the scene with the ax, she can be understood to be acting out her own rage and
destructive capacities making children fall onto their knees and beg. She not only does not
return to them what is theirs, she chases them away and threatens to kill them (then she
locks away both the ax and the ball). I think she is acting out a helpless/impotent rage and
the way it can be turned toward those who are asking you for help. With this in mind,
threatening to puncture and destroy the children’s ball (makes me think of the phrase,
bursting your bubble) – can be read as acting out the killing of her fantasies of her own
innocence/benevolence.
Beyond burn out and self-care: Gesturing to an inarticulate knowledge
I have just described some of the ways in which what was not sayable was conveyed
in what was said. In this section I focus on the ways in which participants describe and
struggle to make sense of their emotional experiences. Many participants described
situations or moments when they expected to feel emotionally overwhelmed or to break
down, but didn’t. Hanne and Zoe, for example, both struggled to make sense of their
perceived lack of emotion. Both describe having been surprised by how easily they had
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been able to carry on without crying, sensing overwhelming despair, or breaking down,
despite all the violence, death, and extreme suffering they were witnessing.
Throughout her interview, Hanne refers to a wide range of horrible events: multiple
shipwrecks, attending to wounds without sufficient training, caring for a highly
traumatized child whose parents had drowned before her eyes, breaking up knife fights
and emphasizes several times that, despite all of this, she has not had any “reactions,” and
has been consistently “calm and very unemotional.” She moves between expressing
surprise (noting that she had actually been “an emotional person” prior to coming to
Greece) and accounting for her composure (through her technical preparation in her
previous job as a security guard), and overall, traces the contours of a rather profound
struggle to make sense. She is trying to understand what any of this means or how she
should expect to feel or who she should be now. For example, she describes the first time
she took a break from the work and went home to Oslo to stay with her parents for a week.
She expected to be flooded with the ‘negative’ emotions that she believed had not had the
time to feel, but they did not appear. She expected to spend the whole time thinking about
Greece, but found herself instead thinking about nothing at all, even trying “to think about
what I am thinking,” but grasping nothing. Particularly striking is a passage where she
describes spending the whole day in front of the television without thinking or seeing
anything,
The first day when I arrived at my dad's place in December, I put on the TV. And in the
morning, because I have breakfast with him like 7:00 a.m. Then he went to work. And
he came back around 5:00pm. And I was still sitting there. I couldn't remember seeing
any of the shows or any of what I was doing there. I was just sitting there without
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actually thinking about seeing anything or -- probably I thought of something, but I
can't remember it, like yeah.
While this experience of dissociation does not fundamentally alter her overall
narrative of having no reactions and coping well, it is an experience that clearly stands out
to her and that she narratively brackets as meaningful, though she cannot consciously come
up with an idea of it what might mean. When I ask her what she thinks was going on there,
she responds, “I have no idea.” I think she does have an idea and I believe she is offering
this account to me as a way of checking to see if I can help her understand what it means
and/or accompany her in looking at it. On some level she distrusts her own assessment of
absence of emotional reactions as a sign of being unaffected, but can neither find a different
way to understand this experience (e.g., repressing trauma), nor consciously produce the
reactions she thinks (perhaps) she should be having.
Zoe described a similar experience of waiting to be overcome with “all the grief I’d
been bottling up for the last two months” when she finally took a break and visited family
in Wales. She was surprised to find that not only did this not happen, but that in fact, she
felt totally fine and had a lovely time. Zoe understood herself to have been suppressing the
grief and trauma associated with the increasingly normalized violence, destruction, and
desperation she was witnessing.
All the grief I’d been bottling up for the past two months in Idomeni and, like, I’d just
been suppressing and like, being like, “no, everything’s good! What we’re doing is fine!
I’ve got this!” But, like, recognizing that, like, the shit that I’ve been through is fucking
traumatic. It’s traumatic. Like, it’s bizarre to me, like, that I go off to work in the
morning and I’m like, “oh! Forgot to pack my contact lens case and saline fluid for the
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tear gas.” Like, that’s, that’s crazy! That’s crazy. And like, the walk to Macedonia1 that
I went on that I haven’t dealt with emotionally and… just all the fucking desperation
and human tragedy that we see every day. That you just… nah, that’s just normal now.
Although Zoe has some frame of reference for trying to make sense of her getting by
and feeling fine – suppressing trauma and grief, and the normalization of violence – this
cognitive recognition does not itself produce the conditions for ‘dealing with’ her emotions,
which she senses she needs to do. Zoe described reaching a “breaking point” shortly after
returning from her visit in Wales when she went to meet a friend, Florian, with the
intention of having sex. She described how they did not get to the point of having sex
because the instant he held her in his arms, she broke down and sobbed for hours. She
explained that this encounter was her first experience of physical contact with “another
human being” in the entire time she had spent in Idomeni. I am quoting her use of the
words “another human being” because their basic existential quality signals to me the
profound sense of alienation, lack of containment, and impossibility of mutual recognition
that many volunteers experienced in this environment and seem to be reaching for a
reaffirmation of being human. Florian found nothing shocking about Zoe’s breaking down
and Zoe describes being shocked that her pain had been visible to him despite her “holding
it together.” She goes on to describe her decision to stop volunteering and to return home
and links her decision to this experience with Florian, an experience which I would
characterize as being held, literally and psychically, and recognized.

1

Zoe is referring to March 14, 2016 when more than 2000 asylum seekers marched from Idomeni to the
Macedonian border and attempted to cross, resulting in mass detentions of asylum seekers as well as many
volunteers and journalists who had accompanied the march (The Guardian, March 15, 2016)
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Both Hanne and Zoe have an ambivalent way of understanding their apparent lack
of emotion – as a sign of being especially resilient but also as a signal that something is not
ok and as a looming threat of breakdown. It is especially striking that they both expect to
be able to make some sense of what they have experienced, to “deal with” or to “process”
their emotions alone in their own minds when they are removed from the situation.
Neither of them is able to do this and I believe the way they share this with me gestures to
an inarticulate knowledge about the severe limitations of notions like burnout and self care
to hold the devastating realities of violence, the fantasy of emotional mastery through
cognitive processing alone and after the fact, and about the necessary conditions for
feeling.
Solitary solidarity
I am struggling quite intensely here. And I have no idea how to resolve or even define my own
problems. I have no idea what or where they are. Everything is diffuse and evaporating. I feel
no connection to any thing or any place or any person (from my fieldnotes April 3, 2016)
I’m hearing more and more stories of people leaving for the border during the night. Getting
caught and returning beaten up by border police. A family who tried this last week and was
beaten up, children included, are trying again tomorrow night. They were frying pan after
pan after pan of doughy balls and rings, some salty, some sweet, for their journey. A kid with
a black eye sat with me and kept pointing to her eye. Laying her head in my lap, she made a
gesture of someone throwing a rock at her face (from my fieldnotes May 16, 2016).
This crisis environment, characterized by masses of coming and going
unpredictably, few local ties, loose and frequently shifting affiliations,
competitive/suspicious/paranoid inter- and intra-organizational dynamics bound to the
humanitarian-migration management… offered a very weak relational frame and produced
tremendous challenges for creating better conditions for connection. My fieldnotes are full
of passages like the two above, descriptions of fleeting attachments, violence, detachment
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and emotional vacancy, and the sense that everything is incoherent, fractured, diffuse, or
evaporating. Throughout my writing I seem to be semi-consciously preoccupied with
questions about the conditions for connection in the midst of crisis and the link between
being-in-relationship and sensemaking.
The interviews also emphasize a lack of practices that would have reinforced a
relational frame for making sense of what we were doing and what it was doing to us,
things like (rituals, more formal) marking entry and exit or beginnings and endings; regular
spaces for collective reflection on dilemmas, difficulties, and sharing emotions; practices to
protect continuity and to build “institutional” memory. These dynamics produced a kind of
contradictory experience where volunteers were surrounded by other people, were in
permanent contact, shared living and work spaces, and yet their interviews convey a
resounding loneliness and isolation. It is not that volunteers did not construct meaningful
ties – some describe intense friendships with other volunteers and many describe strong
bonds with particular people/families living in the camp – it is that these bonds did not
quite add up to form the particular quality of sustained connection (as collective practice)
that I believe is necessary to retain the capacity (individual and collective) for feeling or to
make sense.
Conditions for feeling and knowing
“Volunteer zombies,” was a term in high circulation in the volunteer vernacular. The
term was generally described long term volunteers who showed emotional vacancy,
flattened affect, and were often underresponsive in basic social exchanges. Sarah refers to
volunteer zombies in her interview, saying, “they don't really have facial expressions and
talk in this monotonous way. And if you try and speak to them, there's, like, not much
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response.” Siobhan described them as “glassy-eyed, unresponsive, no emotions.” Zoe refers
to herself becoming one of the volunteer zombies, who began to find herself walking away
from someone mid-conversation, without warning, because she felt like she was going to
vomit. Zombies or not, volunteers in general considered other volunteers to be notoriously
bad listeners and not having anyone to really talk to came up directly and indirectly in
almost all of the interviews.
Beyond individual constrained capacities for listening, for many people, the basic
conditions/structures for living offered (maybe excessive) contact, but little room for
connection, neither with oneself nor with others. Most volunteers lived and slept in very
close quarters with others and with few basic amenities. I recorded this description of
what I considered a “classic volunteer apartment” when visiting a friend who had moved to
a village next to one of the new military camps:
Large, tiled floors, virtually no furniture, bare walls, painted white. The enormity of the
kitchen and dining area is amplified by its emptiness. There is one wooden table in the middle
with three plastic chairs. A bar at the kitchen, but no stools. A gap where a stove should
be. No refrigerator. The regular assortment of things to eat: small dry toasts, honey, sardines,
instant coffee, and a box of Lipton tea bags. There are two bedrooms filled with mattresses,
sleeping bags, a few UNHCR blankets. Personal belongings strewn about: piles of clothes,
towels, a few backpacks. A pair of underwear over someone’s cell phone next to a mattress. A
towel hanging over the radiator. Several plastic bags for storage, one in the corner that says
“Princess – Accessories and More”. A light bulb hanging from the ceiling. No lamps. It’s
excessively bright.
I do not want to diminish the ways in which these living arrangements offered
comradery and solidarity and how important this was. I do want to highlight some of the
ways these conditions often limited possibilities for rest, recuperation, basic care and
hygiene, and connection. A sense of comradery/solidarity is perhaps necessary but not
sufficient to sustain the conditions for connection needed in order to retain the capacity to
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feel and respond in an attuned way. Siobhan’s description of the Warehome, where several
of the participants lived, highlights some of these conditions.
So now we're looking at maybe 40-odd people in one room. And there's no electricity,
but there is a gas cooker. There's two toilets. There's one shower. And again, since I've
arrived, the hygiene levels in the place have decreased as well with the number of
people that have come. Of course, because the facilities are being used more, but
people are cleaning them less. There is running water, yeah, yeah, yeah. There's hot
and cold water. There's a boiler for the hot water. Yeah, it's just -- there's no
ventilation in the place or little ventilation. So yeah, it's quite smelly. It's quite hot
sometimes. Sleeping -- so I come in, in the evening, and there's no electricity. So, I have
to use a torch and find my way around. People do day shifts and night shifts, so people
are sleeping all the time. So, you always have to be quiet. So, I find that quite difficult
to -- there's no safe space there that I can relax in, that I can talk on the phone in, and
have to sit outside, and it's quite cold. And I do know some people, but the people
change so frequently. You don't even know who's sleeping next to you a lot of the time.
Siobhan went on to describe how difficult she found it to connect with others in this space,
saying that although there was always someone around to talk to, everyone was in the
same mental state as her, “distressed and quite exhausted” and seemed to be stuck in their
own heads, having “built quite a barrier because maybe they don't want to talk about it
either.”
Most volunteers told me that, especially early on, there had been one or more
people they were close with and had shared a lot with, but that after these people left and
multiple experiences of saying goodbye, they found it increasingly draining to try and
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establish new close relationships. The constant coming and going of new people posed
several challenges for sustaining a strong relational frame. Most people I talked to
described how painful it was to constantly be saying goodbye, especially to people on the
move, whose futures were rather uncertain and with whom a goodbye was not always
possible. People often left without saying goodbye, leaving in the middle of the night to try
and cross the border. Sometimes they would return when their attempts had been
unsuccessful (sometimes wounded from confrontations with border police), but often
volunteers were unsure what had happened to people, whether they had made it through
or whether they had been detained.
Working against connection
Many volunteers also described learning not to rely on other volunteers, neither
emotionally nor in their work, because you never knew who would be sticking around.
This isolation, especially in the context of work, was exacerbated by the frequent
dissolution and reconfiguration of volunteer affiliations/organizations, very few structures
for protecting the continuity of projects (e.g., very little documentation, no formal handover
procedures), competitive dynamics between volunteers and between organizations that
discouraged knowledge and resource-sharing, and few if any spaces for reflecting on
specific challenges in the work. These broader dynamics are made very clear in Siobhan’s
description of coordinating porridge distribution for the children in the camp surrounding
the Eko gas station. When she first arrived, like all new volunteers, Siobhan showed up to
Park Hotel, the unofficial base for volunteer coordination, to see what kind of help was
needed. She was directed to someone named Tom, whose contact information she found
on the whiteboard in the lobby.
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I called him and said, "I'd like to volunteer with you guys." And he said, "How long are
you here for?" And I said, "Indefinitely." And he said, "Okay, let's make you a
coordinator." No jokes. I told him that I had spent one day distributing bananas in
Idomeni. And he said, "Okay, so, you kind of know what you're doing." And I said, "Well,
it wasn't even in Eko." And he said, "Well, it's the same job. So, you're going to be
grand.” He said, "Where are you?" I said, "In Park Hotel." He's like, "Right. I'll drive
down now."
Tom picked her up, drove her to Eko camp, handed her a map of the camp and the phone
number of the person who would deliver the porridge to her each morning. Siobhan
describes a mixture of bewilderment and plucky positive thinking, as in, this will be a good
test of her skills and a good opportunity to learn. Her description of the average day
highlights the typically convoluted relationships between established NGOs, newly
established volunteer associations, and individual unaffiliated volunteers. The children’s
porridge distribution was an initiative of Save the Children and was coordinated by, in this
case, Siobhan, as a volunteer for a very new volunteer organization (VNVO), and carried out
by a combination of VNVO volunteers and other unaffiliated volunteers who would change
on a daily basis.
And so, an average day would be VNVO would pick me up in Polykastro and we'd drive
to Eko. And that morning, I'd text a couple of ad hoc volunteers, and some ad hoc
volunteers would join every day because they like to do it. They were in Eko anyway.
And the van would come -- by the way, I never worked ever with somebody from Save
the Children. Nobody -- they said they were on the ground in Eko, but nobody was
actually on the ground in Eko for Save the Children. It was me and some independent
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volunteers and BRF doing it on their behalf. But we… so anyway, so we need to be
there for 11:00. Then the distributors would come and we'd take out these big crates
and we'd put them underground in an open space. So, we weren't even distributing
from a closed environment, which caused a lot of problems.
Despite the fact that Save the Children had been funding this initiative since the camp had
been erected, its implementation had been taken on by a number of different volunteer
organizations prior to VNVO and Siobhan describes having to come up with distribution
strategies on her own, figuring out how many children there were in the camp, where they
were located, and how to prevent porridge theft.
One volunteer, she kept telling people to ask for papers [to prove they had children],
and some people did, and some people didn't. And there was no system in place. But I
was so overwhelmed while I was working, with children stealing from the crates
constantly while I was trying to coordinate. So, I'd just stand in front of the crate and
try to stop the children from stealing, while trying to coordinate, which is also very
difficult when you have no walkie-talkies. You don't even know where people are. And
people come back to me and say, "Well, where's so-and-so? And I don't know what tent
they've done." And I'd have to keep up and say, "Well, let's just communicate with them
because I can't go because I can't leave the stock." And it led to this – to huge issues of
children, like, picking up stones and throwing them at me, the size of… this big
[gestures]. You know what I mean? And I didn't really -- a lot of the time, I didn't really
have a feeling of sympathy for the children because they were just really pulling me,
pushing me, throwing stones, screaming, running, taking stuff, and I just got very
frustrated, very angry. And it was kind of more negative feelings, in that sense of more
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anger and frustration than feelings of sympathy for all the poor children. And that's
something I hadn't really thought about until right now.
Not only was Siobhan not offered any meaningful introduction to the setting, the people
living there, or to the task itself, she was left alone to deal with the conflicts that arose –
conflicts between Siobhan and volunteers demanding to see papers, between Siobhan and
the children, and the internal conflict of feeling anger when one expects to feel sympathy.
She did not have a reliable relational space where she could reflect on the ongoing
challenges, dilemmas, and conflicts that arise in trying to find the least horrible way of
distributing limited resources to huge numbers of people. The dilemmas and conflicts of
distribution came up a lot in the interviews. To the extent that people described having
conversations in their teams about what to do with these, their discussions tended to
approach the dilemmas as technical issues and/or as questions about how to maximize
fairness, and less as relational issues. For example, when Siobhan tried to discuss her
experiences with Tom, he suggested she distribute the porridge from inside a moving van.
Structuring ambivalent relationships: between solidarity/recognition –
domination/fairness
As one of the main activities performed by volunteers, distribution played a large
role in structuring their relationships with people living in the camps. For example, Nicolás
described how different approaches to serving tea fostered different relationships with and
between people living in the military camp where he was volunteering. He described how
the ever-shifting organizational landscape and the tenuous relationships between
volunteers and military officials transformed the camp’s tea tent from a social space to a
highly regulated distribution point. When Nicolás began working in the tea tent, it was
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being taken care of by a couple of independent volunteers who had created space
in/around the tent for people to gather and sit and did not limit how many cups of tea any
given person could have, and people would linger and chat until the tea ran out. Nicolás
describes how this changed when a new volunteer organization was granted entry to the
camp by the military and were given the task of managing the tea tent.
It went from being this sort of more relaxed center, like focal point for the camp for
people to come and talk and relax and get served tea, to like tea distribution. Like,
“how do we do this? What's in the mix? Let's make a schedule.” And one girl in
particular was like – thought we should have a tea manager. And it's just, like, I don't –
I was managing it fine. You just need to like put a bit of, like, love into the tea. And it
was just -- it stopped being fun. And that attitude permeated into how people ask for
tea as well. So how you distribute something, how you give something out has a huge
impact on how people like approach it as well. So, if you're like, "Okay, time to give this
out. Everyone show up with a card!" It's like, “fuck, there's not enough.” Like, “there's
not going to be enough.” Like, “I need this now.” Or if it's like, "tea is open from this
time to this time," and people kind of show up and they say, "I want the tea first. My
friend…” and people start to get stressed. And if you're giving it out like, “okay, one,
two, three, four,” the lineup never ends. So, if you freak out or you try to be, like, superfast while you're doing it, that sort of seeps into people’s feeling of receiving the tea.
And it kind of, like, it all blends together.
Nicolás offers a compelling account of how logistical shifts in how something is offered
changes the sense of what is being offered and how this fundamentally (re)structures
relationships. He does not attempt to explain why this particular organization decided to
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approach tea in this way and it is important to consider the likelihood that, given the
conflicts along national/religious/ethnic tensions as well as gendered lines that
participants described, this shift was at least partly informed by concerns about which
people in the camp were able to make use of this social space and who was being excluded.
I highlight this example, not as a way of criticizing the shift toward tea management as a
shift away from solidarity toward technocratic humanitarian management, but as a way of
emphasizing that the dilemmas in any given approach are as much relational as they are
technical or logistical and they require a stronger relational frame in which they can be
collectively thought through. The situations described by Siobhan and Nicolás also
highlight how crucial it is to have a reliable relational frame for making some sense of what
these different relationships do with you and what you, in turn, do with that.
Dilemmas like the ones described above highlight the profound tensions of working
in the ambiguous spaces between different frames of political, moral, ethical, humanitarian
praxis. These tensions can be understood as tensions between different stances, competing
pressures, and contradictory power dynamics. Some of these include tensions between a
stance of political protest and stance of humanitarian neutrality, between pressures to
retain autonomy and pressures to professionalize, and between relationships of solidarity
and of domination. Alongside the dynamics described in the previous sections, these
tensions produced a situation where most volunteers were doing work that was
ambiguously defined (if defined at all) and for which no one in particular was accountable.
In such a situation, it was a bewildering task to try to evaluate the quality, limits, or ethics
of one’s work, to assess when it might be time to stop or change course, and in which all
decisions and their consequences were rendered individual moral burdens to carry. These
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conditions and dynamics produced a pervasive sense of working in the dark and powerful
feelings of spilling and disintegration. I describe these feelings in the following section.
Spilling and disintegration
Participants narrated powerful and ambivalent fears around lack of limits and
boundaries. In a frameless, structureless environment, there were neither institutional nor
task-bound limits to working. Many described being unable to establish personal
boundaries or limits, believing on one hand, that they had achieved nothing, and fearing on
the other hand, that stopping would be both detrimental and unconscionable. Most
participants described pushing themselves far beyond what they they could handle, certain
that they were “teetering on the edge,” “on the verge of a breakdown,” or that this was
“killing” them. In many ways, their narratives imply that in this context, breakdown or
psychic death was the only morally acceptable exit.
Amanda conveys a kind of unstoppable terror connected to feelings of uncertainty
and guilt. Throughout, she expresses profound and highly preoccupying doubts about how
to understand, approach, and evaluate the practical and ethical dimensions of her work as a
“protection officer” with one of the main volunteer organizations in the Eko gas station
camp.
So much just, like, happens, constantly and like, just like this, this sort of frenetic
energy that is just, like, constantly going around. And everybody just sort of, like,
wants to keep doing stuff. And wants to keep making progress towards something, but
we don’t really know what that something is, exactly. And then you have people that
are completely outside of what’s happening here on the ground, making decisions that
will just potentially change the landscape of what we’re doing completely. And so it’s
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difficult to, like… I guess, like, step away from all that and like, try to even understand,
like… ugh, I don’t know. My brain just feels like, it’s just like… can’t find the end of, like,
sentences, even. Like, it just, like, there’s no… yeah, there’s no, like, structure to
anything. It’s just sort of, you can do whatever you want and then… everything can
just change at any given moment… yeah. So, I guess that’s… it’s just hard to be able
to… figure out what… makes sense.
Throughout her interview, her speech mirrors the boundless, amorphous, endlessly
shifting moral terrain she describes. Passages are overflowing, full of revisions and
fragments, and sentences are unpunctuated, one seeping into the next.
Like… like, I feel like I’ve had all these things that I wanted to do and like… every day I
don’t get the things done that I wanted to do, but I’m also busy all day, but then at the
end of the day, I’m like, “I don’t feel like I’ve accomplished anything.” And then I feel
like… this sort of weird feeling of, like… why do I have to, like, accomplish something
every day? And like, what does that even mean in this context? Like, what is…
accomplishment and like… that feels like a very, like, self-serving sort of emotion to be,
like, seeking… is like… [18 sec pause]. I don’t know, I had this conversation with
somebody yesterday. Like, we had gone and gotten falafel at… Eko and then we were
walking back to where we were working and they were saying, like, [puts on a higher
pitched voice] they were going to be sad when this all is over and like… they’re going to
be sad if Eko is closed down or whatever. And that just sort of made me feel like
really… weird, like, I could kind of see what they were getting at. […] there was a
group of people who were living in Eko who had put together, like, a…um… volleyball
net and they were playing a game of volleyball and like, there was a tent that had, like,
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music coming out of it and it was… early evening, which I found to be, like, the calmest
time at Eko, generally speaking. There’s some sort of… the lighting is soft and people
are starting to cook… it kind of smells like burning plastic sometimes, but, like, if you
kind of avoid that aspect of it, like, it’s, it’s sort of pleasant. And so I could see sort of in
that moment, what this person meant, like, there was this… kind of… niceness about,
there was people from all over the world kind of working together… this group had put
together this volleyball court, basically, and like, seemed to be, like, kind of releasing
and having fun. And… if you look out towards the hills, it’s sort of pretty. And… but
then at the same time, I was like, “they’re living in a gas station with like, no rights
and… no clarity on their future and this is actually terrible.” So like, you shouldn’t feel,
you shouldn’t lament the day that this is over. Like, this is not good. And like, I don’t
know. I just, like… and I think a lot of the judgments I place on volunteers is, like, fully
coming from a place of me having my own judgement about myself. […] like, there’s
just a lot of it is like, just feels like very… yeah, self-serving in a way. Yeah… like it’s…
it’s altruistic but like, and… I think it comes [halting, questioning voice] from a good
place… but like, I don’t think that that’s necessarily enough.
Her analysis of the context is lucid – there is nothing to look toward for guidance, there is
no way to get perspective, no one to offer reassurance, and this makes it very difficult to
gauge what could possibly to considered useful or an accomplishment. The camp at the gas
is at once full of sorrow, and violence, and life, and creativity, resistant struggle. Her
intellectual understanding does not liberate her from her profound doubts. Her doubts
overflow and undo every attempt to say something about what she feels or thinks or
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knows. Moreover, her speech an inundating terror of the uncertain and the unbearable
fear of being recognized as guilty.
In this chapter, I have explored the affective dimensions of volunteers in crisis,
exploring the unsayable and what the unsayable suggests about the affects produced and
circulated in this social/political crisis space. Confronting multiple ongoing limit situations,
implied traumatic ruptures to volunteers’ frames of reference and meaning systems and
they struggled both to symbolize their experiences and to understand what their inability
to make sense of these experiences meant. I have described a number of isolating
dynamics that produced/structured a solitary solidarity: masses of people coming and
going unpredictably, threat of connection when one is trying to hold it together, few spaces
for collective reflection, and approaching relational dilemmas as technical problems. I have
also discussed some of the ways in which these isolating dynamics structured ambivalent
relationships with people living in camp and produced agonizing dilemmas as volunteers
found themselves caught between enacting solidarity and embodying domination and
regulation. I have shown how these dilemmas are linked to the profound tensions of
working in the ambiguous spaces between different frames of political, moral, ethical,
humanitarian praxis and how these tensions produced a situation in which volunteers
were engaged in very ambiguously defined but ethically high stakes tasks for which they
felt individually accountable. Finally, I have described the powerful and ambivalent fears
around lack of limits and boundaries and volunteers’ terrifying sense of working in the
dark and powerful feelings of spilling and disintegration.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS: COMING TO ONE’S SENSES
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After witnessing this scene of destruction, of vanishing [of Idomeni camp], we drove to the
waterfall. There we experienced a kind of collective disbelief: had this incredible scene of
nature really been here all along? Why had we never come here before? Nestled in the
mountains and trees and rocks and colourful lichens, I experienced a sense of profound relief
and release. We had to remove our boots and socks and walk barefoot through the river
which converges with the winding path at several points. Walking along this path I felt my
body. I moved it, forced to pay attention to how and where I stepped. The icy water of the
river stung my feet. I absorbed the smell of damp earth and sensed on my bare arms that
particular quality of cold that radiates from the mountain walls bordering the path. The sight
of the waterfalls rushing into this emerald lake was astonishing. It was as though the whole
experience of being there stretched and opened my insides… more space… room to breathe… it
was absolutely overwhelming. And then, perched in that place in the mountains, looking
across this majestic landscape, thinking about the last months, about Polykastro… it made me
feel ill. The poison of what we’ve seen and where we’ve been what we’ve been doing was so
clear (from my fieldnotes, May 28, 2016).
I began this dissertation with the erasure of Idomeni and I return to that day again
here at the end. Four of us walked together through the vanishing camp that day. It was
devastating to witness its destruction and to observe the signs of life that remained,
appearing almost staged. We were confused and conflicted by our overpowering grief. I do
not remember how or why we decided to make the trip to the waterfall. None of us had
been there before. I would like to say that we retreated into nature with a kind of solemn
reverence, but I suspect it was more a sentiment of semi-cynical despondence, as in, fuck it,
let’s go to the waterfall. And it was, as I express above, truly astonishing. I recall very
vividly the feeling of cellular expansion that I describe, my insides stretched and opened,
given room to breathe. The experience, momentarily, returned me to my senses. And yet, a
return to one’s senses does not promise bliss or peace. This was not an experience of
recovery. Nor was it an experience that through mechanical repetition would have
insulated or inoculated me from the trauma I encountered and absorbed in this devastating
context.
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In a recent interview (Binyam, 2022), Sara Ahmed spoke about “the absolute
willingness to register the impact of violence, so that the registering is also the creation of a
possibility for being otherwise” and she connects this registering to the notion of letting
loose. “To let loose is to express yourself. It can even be about losing your temper. But it
can also just mean to loosen one’s hold.” This made me think about my experience at the
waterfall, about the sensation of cellular expansion, a loosening, and then a painful,
nauseating registering. And so, while it was not an experience of transcending trauma, it
was an experience that offered many clues to understanding what immersion in a
devastating context can do to people’s capacities to be moved and to register, and why it is
so critical to protect these if one is committed to sustaining care-full responses (Noxolo,
Raghurdam, & Madge, 2012) to crisis and possibilities for building an otherwise (Ahmed in
Binyam, 2022).
In this dissertation I have offered a thick description of the multiple injuries to one’s
senses and sensemaking capacities and the contradictions, tensions, dilemmas that
undermine the capacities to be moved and to register, which I will refer to as the capacity
for attunement. I have traced the limit character of this landscape, describing the complex
and contradictory machinery, moral/ethical terrain into which international volunteers
became embedded. This analysis has required not only an examination of what volunteers
encountered when they arrived on the scene, but also careful attention to how they got
there and what they brought with them in terms of fantasies, wishes, skills, and fears.
In the following discussion, I situate these motivations and desires within the
broader literature on volunteers’ motivations in the European “migration crisis.” I frame
participants’ wish to matter the world as a crisis of Being and make sense of the alienation
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they narrate by way of literature on existential feelings (Ratcliffe, 2008), digitalization and
information super-abundance (Gilroy-Ware, 2017; Sarcasas, 2020); and severe constraints
on creatively acting on the world (Choudry & Kapoor, 2013; Montgomery & bergman,
2017; Tufekci, 2017). I argue that their desire to inhabit the really real and wish to matter
the world represents a basic existential need (Stetsenko, 2012; 2019).
I go on to frame their decisions to act as well the difficult-to-navigate scene they
describe through the literature that describes the situation in Greece in 2015/16 not only
as a humanitarian crisis, but as a crisis of humanitarianism (e.g., Rozakou, 2017). I also
draw on the literature on structurelessness in political organizing (e.g., Freeman 1970),
mass political mobilization via the internet (Tufekci, 2017), and the fragmentation of actors
in Greece (Rozakou, 2019) in order to situate some of the complicated and contradictory
dynamics participants described.
Finally, I discuss the ways that psychoanalytic and critical psychosocial approaches
to trauma and grief (e.g., Birk, 2020; Herman, 2015; Rogers, 1999) have helped me to
attend more carefully to the unsignifiable aspects of trauma, the importance of accepting
and protecting some of its ungraspability, and pointing toward the need for relational
containment, not cognitive management or mastery. I draw on the psychoanalytic theory
of a relational home in which traumatic experience can be held and made more bearable
(Stolorow, 2015), Walkerdine’s (2010) theory of communal Beingness and affective skin,
and theories of relational ethics (e.g., Montgomery & bergman, 2017) to
affectively/politically scaffold participants’ individual experiences, sketching some of the
basic conditions for attunement in traumatizing contexts. I make the argument that
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retaining the capacity for attunement is a collective ethical obligation when responding to
crisis (particularly in the face of complicity).
Mattering the world
Scholars, primarily in the fields of sociology and anthropology, have produced a
handful of accounts of volunteer motivations for engaging in the crisis, mostly as
background to analyses that seek to situate these responses within, across, or as emerging
beyond the realms of contentious or non-contentious forms of civil society engagement.
These accounts have emphasized the motivating role of emotions like compassion,
empathy, outrage, guilt (e.g., Karakayali, 2017; Kleres, 2018; Knott, 2018; Milan, 2018),
experiences of ‘moral shock’ (e.g., Milan, 2018; Schwiertz & Steinhilper, 2020), and the
perception of failure of the state and of NGOs to adequately respond (e.g., Ishkanian &
Shutes, 2021; Jumbert, 2020; Rozakou, 2017). While these accounts rely on different
theories of emotions, slightly differing pictures of what provoked moral shock, and
different interpretations of the failure and its consequences, they all conceptualize, at least
implicitly, volunteers’ “need to act” as being ‘triggered’ or ‘activated’ by something in a
particular moment related to this specific ‘migration’ crisis. I recognize these emotions,
experiences, and perceptions in participants’ narratives and they certainly described
events that could be construed as triggering their decision to act. But I believe that what my
analysis shows is that they were already, in a most fundamental way, longing to act and not
only in the context of this particular crisis, but in reference to multiple, overlapping
crises/injustices in which they were already embedded/engaged.
I did not ask participants why they decided to volunteer in Greece or ask them to
describe motivations. I began each interview by asking the person to tell me about what
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they had been doing before coming to Greece. In this way, the particular frame I offered
did not implicitly separate motivations from action from being in the world and reflects
Scribner’s (1997) contention that the “starting point and primary object of analysis [in
psychology] is the actual process of interaction in which humans engage the world and
each other” (p.386). What I heard then from participants in terms of “motivations” were
narratives of entangled relations, activities, wishes, needs, vulnerabilities. What stood out
in these entanglements was how participants described a set of existential feelings
(Ratcliffe, 2008). Ratcliffe (2008) describes existential feelings as feelings of the body and
ways of finding oneself in the world. Elaborating on the latter he writes, “By a ‘way of
finding oneself in the world’, I mean a sense of the reality of self and of world, which is
inextricable from a changeable feeling of relatedness between body and world.”
Participants alluded to a number of existential feelings in their descriptions of life, work,
and political activism, particularly disconnection, dislocation, uncanniness, unreality. Read
in terms of existential feelings, participants narrate a kind of crisis of alienated and
disembodied being-in-the-world.
I do not take these to be personal crises or individual pathologies, but feelings that
(cor)respond to broader crises of global capitalism, colonialism, white supremacy, and
heteropatriarchy (for example). I understand the alienation and disembodiment
participants describe to refer not only to their ‘ways of finding themselves in the world,’
but also to the profoundly constrained political possibilities for being-in-the-world. I
understand these constraints to be related to global capitalism’s apparently endless
capacity for co-opting forms of resistance, the limitations of slacktivism (Tufekci, 2017), the
demoralizing effects of rigid radicalism (Montgomery & bergman, 2017), and NGOization –
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that is, the pacification, professionalizing, and management – of resistance (Choudry &
Kapoor, 2013). At the same time that they feel limited in their possibilities for acting
creatively on the world, participants are hyperaware of injustice, violence, and suffering at
a massive scale and scope, not only through their own experiences and political
engagements, but also, I suspect, through a liberal fetishization of ‘awareness’, alongside
the “information super-abundance” associated with digitalization (Gilroy-Ware, 2017;
Sarcasas, 2020).
Set against feelings of uncanniness, dislocation, disembodiment, which (cor)respond
to a range of violences, I have framed their desires to do something real, something
positive, something that matters, as an embodied and relational wish to bring oneself into
being in the world through acting creatively on it (mattering the world). It would be easy
to regard this wish simply as a narcissistic self-optimization project in line with
technologies of the self (Foucault, 1988; Rose, 1990), and I do not discount the ways in
which these discourses are present and relied on by participants in their narrations of self,
motivation, and their emotional responses. However, I have a more complex and hopeful
reading that anchors their need to matter the world in a collaborative transformative
activist stance (Stetsenko, 2012; 2019). From a collaborative transformative activist stance,
human development is a fundamentally activist project and is only able to “realize itself by
taking an activist stance vis-à-vis the world (Stetsenko, 2012, p. 151).” In this view, reality
is constantly transformed and realized – “literally made real,” by persons as active agents of
social and political practices. World- and self-realization are co-constitutive and
simultaneous.
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In this sense, I understand participants’ need to act as an existential need.
Understanding it in this way does not uncritically imbue their need to act with purity or
innocence. But it does offer a radically different ontological starting point for asking and
understanding who these people are, what they desired, and from which position they set
out, positions which must be understood as both specific and precarious (Butler in Malkki,
2015). These volunteers are not simply nor homogenously privileged and powerful, but
variously positioned and all vulnerable, wounded, enraged, and in need of care. While most
participants believed that it would be problematic to understand all people on the move as
innocent victims without complex life histories, most of them struggled to not cast
themselves as totally powerful, complicit, and guilty, a charge they attempted to wrestle out
of by endlessly interrogating their own reasons for being there, making sure their motives
were pure by banishing experiences of satisfaction or pleasure in helping and adopting a
repentant posture (Hook, 2011). My findings suggest that more nuanced accounts of
help/helping that do not force false dichotomies of guilty givers and innocent receivers
would be useful in helping to better understand the complex dilemmas involved. These
kinds of accounts are necessary in order to better understand what it would entail to take
up Noxolo, Raghurdam, and Madge’s (2012) call for responses that retain the riskiness and
uncertainty they argue is necessary for enacting responsibility in the face of complicity.
Breach, hope, emergence of a complicated and contradictory field of action
Resoundingly participants condemned the characterization of this crisis as a refugee
or a migration crisis. Most of them arrived in Greece with a politicized understanding of
this crisis, seeing their own government’s complicity or active role in creating and
sustaining the violent conditions people were fleeing, and understanding Europe’s
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restrictive policies to be producing the crisis conditions at its borders. Everyone I
interviewed pointed to the failure of the State and of the humanitarian aid industry to
respond quickly or humanely to these conditions as playing a role in their decision to
intervene. In Chapter 3, I characterized this absence as a liminal space in which
participants saw and seized the possibility to act, a liminal space that granted access to
what would otherwise be the secured/securitized domain of professional humanitarian
actors and that offered reassuring legitimation for their intervention in respect to ongoing
worries around their potential to enact harm.
Here I want to emphasize how this liminal space constituted a momentary breach of
the hegemonic order of crisis management. This breach put into question what the word
‘humanitarian’ in humanitarian crisis obscures, raising the possibility that this crisis might
also be a crisis of humanitarianism (Rozakou, 2017). It momentarily loosened the grip of
the powerful constraints on how ‘ordinary’ people understood themselves to be capable of
acting on and mattering the world. In this way, I understand this breach to have been a
fundamentally hopeful moment. It was hopeful not only in the sense of “the failure of the
past to repeat itself” but also as a moment in which the ‘not yet’ became imaginable in the
present, “such that we must act, politically, to make it our future” (Ahmed, 2014, p. 184).
Volunteers’ rapid mobilization was facilitated not only by their experience and
knowledge of political organizing, the networks they had developed, by their affective and
structural proximity, but also by social media. Indeed, social media played a key role in the
rapid and vast mobilization of independent volunteers, distributing up to the minute
information, connecting people, and generating enormous amounts of funding through
individual and collective campaigns (Rozakou, 2017). This virtual mobilization shaped the
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on-the-ground mobilization and its dynamics in particular ways, especially in it the way it
fostered and supported autonomous, spontaneous, flexible, and structureless organizing.
I believe that, consistent with analyses of other mass protest movements that relied
heavily on mobilization through social media, a structureless approach to organizing was
both an outcome of the nature of virtual mass mobilization and part of a broader cultural
and political commitment (Tufekci, 2017). A number of scholars have described some of
the difficulties that can accompany structureless organizing, including elitism, unequal
access to unacknowledged political resources, suspicion of newcomers, information
hoarding, difficulty sustaining long term engagement (Freeman, 1970; Gordon, 2008;
Tufekci, 2017). Rozakou (2019) describes how the abundance of highly fragmented actors
in Greece seeking to subvert sovereign power actually ushered in its excess and helped to
produce a disorienting “migration maze” (p. 72).
My research shows how this maze was not only structurally disorienting, but
morally, ethically, and emotionally disconcerting. It constituted a devastating context
where the structureless and fragmented nature of volunteers’ organizing compounded the
fracturing and shattering experiences of confronting multiple ongoing limit situations. As
my analysis has shown, engaging in this context meant sustaining profound injuries to
one’s senses and sensemaking capacities. Ongoing encounters with violence, destruction,
and trauma; existential threats and fear; suffering, injustice and guilt, impotence, anger,
despair defied or ruptured inherited frames of reference and meaning systems. Working in
the ambiguous spaces between different, often conflicting frames of moral, ethical, and
political praxis, without personal or institutional limits, and within a weak relational frame
gave people the terrifying feeling that they were working in the dark, unable to grasp the
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meaning of anything, unable recognize the meaning, value, or ethics of their work. Sensing
the lack of traceable limits and boundaries in self, time, relations, and tasks provoked
profound anxieties related to spilling and disintegration.
Protecting the capacity for attunement
In chapter 4, I described the ways in which volunteers (and I) struggled to articulate
and make sense of these confounding and terrifying experiences and how they (and I)
struggled to make sense of not being able to make sense. Where participants were able to
gesture towards or name painful emotions like anger, numbness, or trauma, they largely
understood these to be symptoms of burn out and the result of unsuccessfully managing
their wellness through routines of self-care, like sleeping enough and taking breaks. My
analysis shows how participants understood painful emotions to be something requiring
cognitive processing, alone and apart from the context of devastation, in order to restore
wellness and coherence (in order to return, continue functioning, and endure further).
Participants’ narratives of their attempts to process and restore, however, gesture toward
an inarticulate knowledge that these frameworks could not account for or hold the weight
of the pain they could not symbolize and in some ways, could not feel or register.
Making sense of these frightening experiences requires a more spacious, dynamic,
and relational theoretical framework for understanding trauma and grief, one that does not
erase the traumatizing context, one that can account for (and to some extent protect) what
cannot be symbolized. In what follows, I draw on critical psychosocial approaches to
trauma and grief developed in the context of large-scale political violence (e.g., Becker,
2006, Hamber, 2015, Mlodoch, 2021) and psychoanalytic perspectives (e.g., Birk, 2020;
Herman, 2015; Rogers, 1999) to frame volunteers’ affective experiences (narrated and
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unsayable) and to consider their implications in terms of the basic conditions for retaining
the capacity for attunement when intervening in crisis.
In his handbook on dealing with consequences of organized violence, Becker (2004)
outlines a framework for trauma made up of four key aspects: Trauma implies notions
tearing, rupture, structural breakdown; trauma can only be defined in reference to a
specific context; trauma is a sequential process; trauma encompasses two interwoven
dimensions, the individual/intra-psychic and the collective/macro-social. The
psychoanalytic perspectives on trauma I am drawing on here largely share these
assumptions and add the dimension of the unconscious and the unsignifiable nature of
traumatic ruptures. These approaches understand the rupture of trauma to, by its very
nature, defy symbolization and deny its subject access to narrative coherence, and to
disorganize a person’s experience of being in time. Birk (2020) writes that “it is this
exteriority to meaning-making systems which contributes to its traumatic character” (p.
510).
Viewed through this lens, volunteers’ struggle to feel or articulate their pain and the
anxiety produced by not being able to make sense of this experience should be understood
not as a failure to adequately manage or process their emotions, but as the actual
experience of trauma itself. In this sense, it is important to consider that there might be
something worth protecting in the experience of not being able to immediately grasp and
encapsulate that which evades symbolization. Drawing on Caruth, Birk writes, “There is a
danger in understanding too much about trauma – that is to say, believing prematurely and
absolutely in the achievement of psychic and narrative resolution” (p. 498). The danger in
the case of volunteers working in ongoing violence, destruction, and trauma is the way in
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which this absolute or premature belief in resolution pushes them toward an encapsulating
rigidity, severely undermining the ability to be moved, to affected, to be attuned.
Drawing on these psychoanalytic approaches to trauma and, more broadly, affect
(e.g., Walkerdine, 2010), it is possible to suggest some basic conditions for protecting the
capacity for attunement in traumatizing contexts. The overarching condition is what
Stolorow refers to as a “relational home,” a context in which devastating emotional states
can be shared and held, not resolved, but made more bearable. A relational home, what
Walkerdine (2010) refers to as an affective skin, offers a sense of a protective boundary that
shields people from terrifying feelings/fears of spilling into boundless space and from
threats of disintegration. In this sense, and I believe this is especially important to stress in
the context of ongoing violence and devastation, the making-more-bearable is not in the
service of cultivating resilience so as to be able to accumulate and endure more violence
(Bracke, 2016). In this context, the affective containment offers the release from the
individual burden (and the illusion of) of holding it all together. Relational containment
allows for the loosening of one’s grip – one can let loose in the sense of crying or raging, or
let loose and allow oneself to be moved. It is in this sense that the making-more-bearable is
a key condition for protecting the capacity for attunement.
Attunement has been understood as an ethical capacity. Montgomery & bergman
(2017) describe ethical attunement as practices that are tuned into the contextual and
relational specificities of a given situation and which “disrupt universalizing moral
frameworks that would dictate how people deal with oppression” (p. 96). These authors
stress that ethical attunement “will not lead to an increase in happiness, but to an increase
in one’s capacity to affect and to be affected, with all the pain and risk and uncertainty this
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might entail” (p. 98). Returning to Noxolo, Raghurdam, and Madge’s (2012) contention
that responsibility in the face of complicity necessarily requires accepting riskiness and
refusal and their call for a move toward “more attentive, patient, care-full approaches that
offer no guarantees” (p. 427), I have come to understand protecting the capacity for
attunement to be an essential obligation in making this move. My research shows the ways
in which attunement is not only an ethical capacity, but an affective one. A such, this
obligation demands an attention to sensemaking as a fundamentally relational/affective
capacity, context-oriented understandings of trauma and grief that do not demand
cognitive management or mastery and which allow for the unsayable and the unknowable,
and intentional relational practices for the development of an affective skin that can hold
some of the unbearable weight of the trauma and grief, so that we may at times, loosen our
grip and register the impact of the violence we wish to resist.
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EPILOGUE
I’m scared of my own data. I don’t know what I am doing. I don’t know how to turn what I
saw or what I think or what I wonder or what I fear into an academic project. Actually,
maybe I know how to do that too well. How do I not do that? How to connect to the anger
and rage and speak from there? How to communicate the real uncertainty? The dark spaces?
How to convey my contamination without spilling recklessly all over the page, without
reverting to baffled paralysis? (From my research notes, September 8, 2018).
I have come to understand this dissertation project not only as a project that
explores volunteers’ struggles with ethical, political, and affective intelligibility, but also as
one that calls for a charting of my own epistemological “journey toward intelligibility” in
the aftermath of trauma(tic) work/research (A. Collins, personal communication, April 13,
2022). It was a long and painful struggle to figure out where to begin a coherent
description, let alone an insightful analysis, of the ambiguity and impossibility that
characterized this crisis environment and our work and relationships within it. At all
stages of this project, I had the feeling that I was fumbling forward in relative darkness,
placing one sentence in front of the other, so to speak, not sure of exactly where I would
end up.
I had returned from Greece despondent and cynical and developed a dissertation
proposal tightly formulated in a register that allowed me to retain a protective distance
from my own experience of seeping contamination. Even as my cynicism began to loosen
its hold, I found it difficult not to unintentionally characterize the psychosocial mechanics
of this work as primarily made up of naïve floundering, personal failures, and individual
pathologies. I struggled to sustain a critical focus on what exactly made it so difficult to
understand what was going on, what we were doing, what it was doing to us, what we
hoped to accomplish, and how to decide when to stop. I began to regard the ongoing
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difficulty in organizing my experience as a sign that it was important to proceed with a bit
more care as well as with a certain amount of self-compassion in developing my analyses.
If it was still difficult five years later, anchored in a place where I could “take care of myself,
feed myself, and sit on a couch” (conditions I longed for in my field notes), I could only
conclude that it must have been nearly impossible when we were not in such a place. I
began to understand my dissertation project as a project of describing the impossible with
the hope of being able to pry open, if ever so slightly, the space of the nearly. This became a
project of countering some of Idomeni’s erasure: offering an account of what was/what
happened there, reviving its ethical ambiguities easily erased by common characterizations
as entirely heroic efforts or totally cringy saviourism, and also, on some level, a project of
writing myself back into intelligible being.
I have come to regard the questions and fears that appear in my excerpted notes
above not so much as personal neuroses, but as fundamental epistemological dilemmas
linked both to my commitments to engaging and developing an aesthetic, poetic science
(Freeman, 2011; Quigua & Clegg, 2015) and to the journey toward intelligibility in
trauma(tic) research. I am ready to exit this dissertation project here, without having tidily
resolved the question of how to protect ourselves and each other immersed in devastating
contexts and crises, but extending a number of forward-looking questions related to
producing aesthetic psychological science about trauma and impossible situations (Malkki,
2015). How to develop understandings of impossible situations and their affects without
communicating futility? How to continue to move away from a pathologizing
conceptualization of trauma, opening toward the richness, generativity, and creativity
amidst suffering without enoble-izing or productiv-izing trauma? How to take seriously the
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importance of survival strategies and healing (individual and collective) without bolstering
notions of cognitive mastery and ‘resilience’ which obscure the systemic and structural
violence that produces harm? How to acknowledge and confront the risks of what it can
take to engage in an aesthetic science? And finally, what kinds of relational practices of
containment does this kind of research and science demand?
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Appendix A: Interview Guide
Background, decision to volunteer, expectations
Can you start out by telling me a bit about what you were doing before you came to Greece?
• General life situation
• Professional, educational background
• How did you make the decision to volunteer?
• What had you seen or heard about the situation here?
• What kinds of expectations did you have about what volunteering here would be
like?
First impressions and preparation
What was it like for you when you first arrived in Greece?
• First impressions/thoughts/feelings?
• What kind of information did you receive about the situation/the work?
• Is there any information you wish you had received, but didn’t? Why would that
have been helpful/important?
Demands and impact of this work: challenges/dilemmas, high-stakes decision making,
role/identity, support and resources
Can you describe the work that you have been doing?
• Key tasks, responsibilities, resources
• Can you describe where you work, physical surroundings
• What kinds of challenges and difficulties have you experienced
o Example of when it didn’t go well
o Example of when it went well
o How supported do you feel to face these challenges?
o What kind of support would be important for you in dealing with the
challenges you face in your work?
• How are decisions being made in your team? What is your role in decision-making?
o How supported do you feel in making decisions?
• Could you talk about a time when you didn’t know what to do (dilemma)?
o What were you thinking about?
o What were your fears/worries?
o What was important for you?
o What helped you to sort through your concerns and priorities?
o What did you do/what happened?
o How did you feel during/after?
o How supported do you feel in/after situations where you don’t know what to
do?
o What kind of support would be important for you in dealing with the
dilemmas you face in your work?
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Can you tell me a bit about how prepared and supported you feel to do this work?
o Background skills and expertise
o What parts of the work do you feel particularly good at?
o What are the parts of the work you feel less confident about?
o Who do ask for help when you have questions?
o To what extent could you have imagined yourself doing this kind of work before you
came here?
o How does it feel to be doing this kind of work?
o What are you learning about yourself in this process?
o What would you need in order to feel more prepared for the challenges in your
work?
Supportiveness of this overall setting: routines, spaces, infrastructure, predictability
Can you describe a typical day in your life here?
o Routines (sleeping, eating, hygiene, exercise, transportation, work, leisure, etc.)
o Living space, social spaces
o People you come into contact with here, or connect with elsewhere
o What has become normal that wasn’t normal before
o Disruptions, unexpected changes – how ‘typical’ can a day be?
Emotions, vulnerability/resilience, social support, and meaningfulness
What kinds of emotions (good, bad, in between, including numbness) come up in your daily
life here? (examples?)
o Could you tell me about a situation where you reacted in a way that surprised you?
o What kinds of emotions do you find easier to deal with? Which ones are more
challenging or overwhelming?
o When/where/with whom do you talk about your feelings?
o Are there feelings nobody wants to talk about?
o What has been helpful for you in coping with difficult emotions?
o What kind of additional support could be helpful?
o What are you learning about yourself in this process?
Can you talk a bit about what this kind of work has meant/means to you?
o What aspects feel most important to you?
o What gives you a sense of purpose? (/what makes it difficult to keep a sense of
purpose)
o What parts of the work do you think have the most impact? (/what parts less
impact?)
o What gives you hope? (/when do you feel less hopeful?)
o What do you think you will remember most about this time in your life?
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Appendix B: Interpretive Poetic Analysis Summary (Mariam)
Woven and torn signifiers
Like… there was this thing when… the day when we were doing the changeover, um… we
brought the new van and I had been working, like, literally, you know when you just push
yourself and push yourself for six days we were working 16 hours a day. Literally getting
up, start work and then as soon as we finished work, we would just fall asleep. You know
when you just don’t have any kind of break and finally I was like, ok we got in, we brought
the water, we came in, we brought the bag, we put everything in and, and, uh… and there
were all these volunteers who came to help and everybody was standing around wanting
me to tell them what to do and how to help and I was like, literally could not think of
anything, so I was just like doing stuff whilst everybody was sitting around talking and I
kind of just got really annoyed. And then Nadia was, um, talking to some other people about
some legal stuff. It wasn’t like she was just having a chat! She was doing something
important as well, but I just became… I just became like really angry and frustrated, like,
“why is she not helping me?”
Oh yeah, and then the kids were playing football and they, the ball kept hitting the van and I
went to them and I was like, “one more time and I’m destroying your ball.” And they were
like, “Ok, ok, ok!” And then the third time the ball came and… it was a fucking spectacle! I
literally, I took the ball and they’re begging me, “No! No! No! No! No!” And I, we had this ax
that we use for like, um… wood, chopping wood and I just, I was like, “that’s it. I told you!”.
The whole camp is watching me and people are like, “Oookay.” And I took the ax and kind
of going like this, trying to [laughing] like break the ball with the ax and the kids are like,
“No! No! No! No! No! No! Pleaaase!” on their knees, like, begging me. And everybody’s like,
“uhhhh…” [laughs]. And then they ran and I’m like following them with the ax like, “I’m
going to kill you! I told you! If you destroy my van!”

Mariam presents this story as a typical conflict that erupts between two exhausted
overworked people who need a break. But the ax as a metaphor, the intensity of the
violence acted out – wielding an ax, children on their knees, chasing –and in the language
used: destroy, begging, kill… punctures the narrative’s apparent coherence. My
interpretation is not that Nadia is a person who is easily enraged, terrorizes others, and is
callous to her own violence, but that Nadia is acting out violence which she cannot
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represent, make sense of in language. The details of Mariam’s overall conflict story and the
way it can be linked to her earlier (aborted) attempt to describe what having to decide who
really needs a blanket does to her, what it forces her to do invokes a broader tension and
contradiction around helping, being helped, and helplessness, specifically the excruciating
tension between omnipotence-helplessness-harm…
In the scene with the ax, she can be understood to be acting out her own rage and
destructive capacities making children fall onto their knees and beg. She not only does not
return to them what is theirs, she chases them away and threatens to kill them (then she
locks away both the ax and the ball). I think she is acting out a helpless and impotent rage
and the way it can be turned toward those who are asking you for help. With this in mind,
threatening to puncture and destroy the children’s ball – which makes me think of the
phrase, bursting your bubble – could be read as acting out the killing of her fantasies of her
own innocence/benevolence.
Story threads and languages of the unsayable
My memory has become really bad. [...] I just go through my messages and it’s like, five
messages that I just completely, completely forgot to reply to! For some reason…
everything has started falling apart, even like back home. Like, so many friends are going
through really, really, like, seriously fucked up shit. Like, people that I truly care about. And
I just find—and I’ve always been the kind of person who’s just always there for my friends
and I always have a lot of time… and just not being able to process things… just writing to
people and keeping in touch is just becoming—I’m becoming more and more isolated, I
guess. Yeah… just really scattered. Like, really scattered… […] Just not… like, I wouldn’t call
myself a vain person, but I’ve always taken care of my appearance. And I don’t, and I think
that’s a positive thing. I’ve never thought, you know I never wear, like, tons of makeup, you
know, spend ages doing my hair, but at the same time, I’ve always, kind of, I look
presentab—everybody’s always like, you know, “you don’t look scruffy,” you know? Um, I
like wearing nice clothes. I’ve got lots of quite nice clothes, like, colourful clothes and now I
find, I’m like, I don’t remember the last time I looked in the mirror! I actually, I think I’m
forgetting, like, what I look like. And that’s… a bit strange, isn’t it?
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Disappearance is a central story thread in Mariam’s interview. It is interwoven with
threads of being too invested and having no choice, which together lift up the question,
how can I (morally) stop doing this? She describes herself as so immersed and “invested”
in the work and in the lives of the people she has gotten to know that stopping or even
taking a break is “no longer a choice.” In this passage, disappearance shows up in the form
of many gaps, erasures, revisions. Her description of becoming scattered is itself scattered
by gaps and revisions: “I just find—and I’ve always been the kind of person who’s just always
there for my friends and I always have a lot of time… and just not being able to process
things… just writing to people and keeping in touch is just becoming—I’m becoming more and
more isolated, I guess. Yeah… just really scattered. Like, really scattered…”
In her figurative language (falling apart; always there; in touch; appearance and positive; I
look presentab—), I read a contradiction she is struggling with, having to disappear in order
to appear present. In this passage, she describes losing track, losing touch, losing a sense of
coherence, and forgetting what she looks like. Read against the threads having no choice
but to continue suggests that disappearance and self-erasure is the only (morally)
acceptable exit.
Relational dance
Mariam: And then you came here and the borders were closed and people were just sat here
for three weeks. Just… the desperation. And you could just see how these… you know,
political decisions made by these, you know, fat [chuckles] old white men [laughs] affects
people’s lives. And, you know, we had someone trying to, you know, two people tried
suicide. One of them succeeded. They actually climbed up on the um… electricity poles and
put their heads against the electricity wire. One of them got really badly burned and the
other one died. And then the tear gas, the riots… the brutality and then the day of eviction
was just… people were… I, I was walking around and it felt like… I was like, “this is
Auschwitz,” you know? It’s not that difficult. People are put in a cage, just looking at me,
you know, with this… desperation. And there was nothing I could do and… I think after that
I was just… before that it was always like, you know, “I’ve come to Greece. Maybe I’ll stay
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for a while... Maybe I’ll go back.” After that I was like, “nah, nah, I’m good here. I’m
staying.”
KS: Yeah. [awkward laughing from both] Can you describe what kind of work you’ve been
doing?
Mariam: Um… well, in the beginning it was… a lot of, um, distribution, uh, a lot of blanket
distribution [both laughing]. At one point we were known as, like, the “blanket angels”
‘cause some creepy guy named us that [both laugh] and, and, we um, basically, came up
with a way of, um, ‘cause obviously distributing is one the hardest things.
KS: Totally
Mariam: Anyone who’s been here knows that.
Ks: Yeah
Mariam: And especially blankets, blankets in winter, blankets were just like gold. I
remember becoming obsessed with like, “patooye, patooye, patooye.” I would dream of
blankets… this big warehouse full of blankets [both laugh] and uh… but it was really hard to
get a hold of, especially here ‘cause we didn’t have our own… it wasn’t like now.
The pace, tone, and content of this interview shift over time. Although this shift is
not an entirely linear progression, it begins in more hurried and hectic way, teeming with
details and ends in a more, flat, depressive position. Throughout the interview, my own
need for dissociation is apparent, especially as Mariam shares more grounded expressions
of pain and emotion and repeatedly I resist getting further into depth. The interview
begins in a somewhat frantic tone and Mariam’s responses are punctuated by laughter
(hers as well as mine). This passage is excerpted from closer to the beginning of the
interview.
In this passage, we construct and perform an insider conversation: things are
presented as “obvious,” and I confirm that I know, too, through words like, “totally” and
laughter as recognition. I also think, however, that at many points, my laughter functions
to undo recognition of expressions of pain. Our joint laughter functions as a smokescreen to
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lead us away from what is too painful to say or to hear. My question about what kind of
work Mariam has been doing, which follows the gruesome scene she describes and our
awkward laughter, ensures that we do not go further and cannot learn more about what
this experience meant to her.
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